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INTRODUCTION 
My purpose is to extend the &morphism theory of linear groups which 
has developed during the last ten years over commutative integral domains 
and for finite dimensions to the noncommutative case and arbitrary dimen- 
sions. This new approach will, in addition to generalizing and extending the 
theory, contain as special cases the known results on the isomorphims of 
linear groups over commutative domains and over division rings, at least for 
dimensions > 5. There will be an i?portant counterexample, 
Here in the introduction we confine ourselves to subgroups of projectivb 
linear groups although similar things can be said in the nonprojective case, 
we call a iinear group d big if it is the entire group PGL,( V) with F’ a finite- 
dimensional vector space over a division ring D, and full if it is full 
of projective transvections. So big groups are full, but full groups need not 
be big. In particular, linear groups over integral domains are full but far from 
big. 
The situation regarding the isomorphisms of linear groups over rings 
without zero-divisors at the present time is this. When the division rings are 
commutative, the isomorphisms between full groups are completely known, 
but for some difficulties in 2-dimensions which seem to be insurmountable. 
As a special case of this theory one obtains the isomorphisms of linear groups 
and their congruence subgroups over arbitrary cotimutative integral domains 
in dimensions 2 3. In the noncommutative case the isomorphisms are known 
for‘big groups only, although the automorphisms of groups of the type G&(R) 
with R a principal ideal domain have been determined; some of this iso- 
morphism theory holds in infinite dimensions. The noncommutative ipprQach 
is highly dependent on the use of involutions and so, as is well known, cannot 
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be extended to full groups. The commutative full group approach, on the 
other hand, depends on certain centralizer-commutator arguments-on 
certain CDC arguments-which ultimately depend on the following result 
which is false in the noncommutative case: the centralizer in GL,( V) of a 
nonradiation in GL,( V) is a commutative group. 
In this paper we shall describe the isomorphisms of full groups in j%ite OY 
infinite dimensions > 5 over arbitrary division rings. In this way we obtain, 
at least f2r dimensions 2 5, 
1. The known description of the isomorphisms between full groups 
over fields, and hence the isomorphism theory of linear groups over com- 
mutative integral domains, as a special case; 
2. The known description of the isomorphisms between big groups over 
division rings as a special case; 
3. The known description of the automorphisms of GL,(R) with R a 
principal ideal domain, as a special case; 
4. The isomorphisms between new categories of full groups not covered 
by earlier theories-for example we can d:scribe the isomorphisms of integral 
linear groups and their congruence subgroups over integral domains having 
division rings of quotients. 
The description in all cases is the usual one which says that every isomorphism 
between full groups d and A, is either of the form 
or of the form 
with ” the contragredient, g a projective collinear transformation of the under- 
lying space V onto the underlying space V, , and h a projective collinear 
transformation of the dual space v’ onto Y1 . Incidentally, the theory works 
for full subgroups of PTL, not just of PGL. 
By considering all known results on isomorphisms of linear groups one 
expects to find, for integral domains o and o1 having division rings of 
quotients, that the following theorem holds: PGL,(o) G PGL,l(~l) if and only 
if n = n, with D either isomorphic or antiisomorphic to o1 . In fact we will 
give exampIes of domains o and o1 which are neither isomorphic nor anti- 
isomorphic but for which PGL,(o) z PGL,(o,) for an infinite number of n. 
However, we will show that the expected theorem is in fact true if D and o1 
are principal ideal domains or symmetric ideal domains (a symmetric ideal 
domain being a domain in which all ideals are two-sided), thereby obtaining 
the known theorem 
PGL,(o) g PGL,Jol) o n = n, and o s o1 
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of the commutative theory, and the known theorem 
if and only if n = nr with D isomorphic or antiisomorphic to O1 , of the big 
noncommutative theory, as special cases. 
In our new approach we cannot, of course, use the method of involutions. 
We start with a calculus of residual spaces, just as in the commutative theory. 
Then we show that an isomorphism between full groups preserves projective 
transvections; this is the usual objective but, as we have already mentioned, 
we cannot accomplish it by the use of CDC; instead, the characterization of 
projective transvections is made to depend on the fact that, under certain 
conditions, an element which permutes with two essentially different projec- 
tive transvections is conjugate to an element which permutes with exactly one 
of them. Having established that projective transvections are preserved, we 
get a correspondence of lines to lines, we apply the Fundamental Theorem of 
Projective Geometry, and we then get the description of the given 
isomorphism in the usual way. 
While I have been unable to include the 3- and 4-dimensional cases in the 
general theory, I have at least managed to isolate them from dimensions > 5. 
Details of the historical development of the isomorphism theory can be 
found in the survey articles by Dieudonne [6], Merzlyakov [lo], O’Meara 
[14], O’Meara [15], and Tits [24]. The following recent papers should be 
added to the bibliographies in these surveys: Noskov [12], Merzlyakov [ll], 
and Pender [17]. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 
The purpose of Section 1A is as much to establish notation as to compile 
the linear algebra that is needed. A good deal of the basic material on radia- 
tions, residues, transvections, collinear transformations, etc., that is known in 
the commutative finite-dimensional theory (see O’Meara [15]) can be estab- 
lished for the noncommutative infinite-dimensional theory after the concepts 
are suitably defined. Because of its importance to this paper and to subsequent 
work on the classical groups, and in order to avoid confusion by referring to 
results that are often slightly different, I am including this basic material in 
its general form in Sections ,lB-1L. Proofs are omitted. 
IA. The Underlying Spaces 
In this paper C will denote strict inclusion, set theoretic difference will be 
written A - B, -+- will stand for a mapping, >- for an injection, --f for a 
48114411-7 
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surjection, and >--f for a bijection. We do not regard 0 as a natural number. 
k will denote the nonzero elements of an additive group X. 
But for an occasional change in emphasis, our linear algebra will follow 
Bourbaki. In particular, the concepts and results of Sections 1, 2, 7 and 10 of 
[2] will usually be used without reference. 
D will be a division ring, F will be its center. So F is a field. V will be either 
a left vector space or a right vector space of arbitrary dimension over D, 
with V .# 0. We let t denote the orientation of V, i.e., f = E if V is a left 
vector space, and t = Y if V is right. Scalar multiplication will always be 
written on the left. So c@z) = (a/3)x if t = Z, and @x) = (@)x if t = r, 
for all 01, /3 in D and all x in V. We let t’ denote the orientation opposite to t, 
i.e. I’ = Y and r’ = 1. Linear transformations also will be written on the left. 
The general linear group GL(V) is the group of D-linear bijections of V 
onto V with multiplication in the group equal to the composition of maps. 
The dimension dim, V = dim V is the cardinality of any base for V. The 
codimension of a subspace U of V is the dimension of the factor space V/U, 
i.e. codim U = dim V/U. Note that our use of dim and codim, which follows 
Bourbaki’s, differs for Artin’s-in [I] Artin regards all infinite values of these 
quantities, as equal. The following well-known facts about subspaces U and 
W of V will be used repeatedly: 
dim V = dim U + codim U, 
dim(U+ W)+dim(Un W)=dimU+dimW, 
codim (U + W) + codim( U /7 W) = codim U + codim IV; 
there is a subspace Z of V such that V = U @ Z, and for any such Z we 
have Z E V/U and codim U = dim Z, if U C W, then dim U < dim W 
with strict inequality when dim W < co; if U C W, then codim W < codim U 
with strict inequality when codim U < 00. One calls U a line if dim U = 1, 
a plane if dim U = 2, and a hyperplane of V if codim U = 1. The hyperplanes 
of V are the maximal proper subspaces of V. Every subspace U of V is the 
intersection of all hyperplanes containing it. 
The dual space of V will be written V’. So if t is the orientation of V, then 
t’ is the orientation of V’. As usual write (x, p) for the action px of p E V’ 
on x E V. Then (x, p) is additive in each variable, and 
One defines the subspace 
X-L =(pEV’I(X;p) =OVXEXf 
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of V’ for any subset .X of V, and the subspace 
F=(xEV/(X,p) =OVpEY) 
for any subset X of V’. If (CC& is any ba.se,for &then for eachj E I we have 
exactly one pj in V’ with (xi , ~3) = S,, for all i in I; the family (pj)jcr is inde- 
pendent in I/‘; it is a base for v’ if and only if V is finite-dimensional in which 
case it is called the dual base of (x&~ . We have dim V = dim V’ if and only 
if dim V < og. If V is infinite-dimensional, then dim V’ > dim V. we will 
use * for the canonical D-linear injection V z-- V”; so 
(x, p) = (p, a> v x E v, p E v. 
As we know, the * mapping ia bijective if and only if dim V < CCL If the 
dimension is finite and (x&r is a base for V, then (4,),, is the dual base of the 
dual base of (x& . 
The annihilators .L and T satisfy the usual elementary properties 
x, c x, 5’ X,l s X,l, Yl c Yz * Y,T 3 Y,T 
x c X-LT, Y c YTL, 
and also 
for arbitrary families of subspaces (U& and ( Wi)icI of V and V’ respectively. 
The annihilator L also satisfies 
for subspaces 72,~ U, , Us oS V. On the other hand, it is possible to have 
WTi # Wand (IV, n IV,)’ f F&’ + W2T. However, the mapping defined 
by U -+- u-’ is a bijection of the set of subspaces of finite codimension in V 
onto the set of subspaces-of inite dimension in $I such that 
codim U = dim U-’ 
(77, + Uz)I = U,l f-l ui*, (U, n uzy = u,J- + Uzl, 
(W, + W,)T = WIT n WzT, (W, n wp = WIT + WzT, 
u.LT = u 3 lvl=W. 
A subspace W of the dual space- P’ of ,V is called a total subspace of V’ if 
IV = 0 (see Jacobson [9]),. Of course, V’..is always total. If W is total, then 
dim V finite implies W = VI!, while dim V is infinite if and only if dim W is, 
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The canonical image p is a total subspace of V”. In particular it is possible 
for a total W to have dim W < dim V. The following is known. 
1.1. Let U be a substace of V and let W be a total subspace of V’. 
Write W = ( UL n W) @ Z. Then there are natural linear injections 
( lJL n W); G Z’ and Z >- U’. In particular, the codimension of UL n W 
in W is$nite if and only zy U isJinite dimensional, in which case the codimension 
in question is equal to dim U and ( UL n i%)’ = U. 
Proof. For the first map take v -+- (5 j Z), for the second take the restric- 
tion of the linear functional in question. The finiteness part now follows from 
these two injections. For the last part use the inequalities 
dim U < dim(UL n W)’ < dim 2’ = dim Z < dim U’ < dim ,U. Q&D. 
Throughout this paper D will be a division ring with centel’F and V will be a 
nonxero vector space of arbitrary dimension over D and with orientation t. 
And D, , F1 , V, , t, will be a second such situation. We emphasize that we do 
not make the general assumption that V and V, have the same orientation. 
1 B. Geometric, Linear and Projective Transformations 
A geometric transformation g of V onto V, is a bijection g: V >--+ V, which 
has the following property for all subsets X of V: X is a subspace of V if 
and only if gX is ‘a subspace of V, i Compositions and inverses of geometric 
transformations are geometric. If g: V z-+ V1 is geometric, then 
g(Un W) = gUn’gW, g(U+ W) =gu+gw 
dimDl g U = dim, U, 
codim g U = codim U, 
go -00, gv= VI, 
hold for all subspaces U, W of V. 
Projective space P(.V) is the set of all subspaces of V. So P(V) consists of 
the elements of ‘the power set pow V which are subspaces of V; any two 
elements U and W of P(V) have a join U + W and a meet U n W, so P(V) 
is a lattice; V is the largest elements of P(V), 0 the smallest; to each element 
U of P(V) we attach two cardinal numbers, namely dim U and codim U. 
A projectivity v of V onto V, is a bijection V: P(V) H P(V,) which has the 
following property for all U, W in P(V): U _C W if and only if z-UC nW. 
Compositions and inverses of projectivities are projectivities. If rr: P(V) w 
P(V,) is a projectivity, then 
v(Un W) = &JnrW, T(Uf W) =rru+7rw, 
dim,, nU = dim, U, 
codim &Y f codim U, 
7ro=o, 7rV = v,, 
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hold for all subspaces U, I&’ of V, in particular, r carries the set of lines of 
V onto the set of lines of V, , and 7r is determined by its values on lines. 
If g: V >--)r Vi is geometric, then the mapping g: P(V) z-+ P(V,) obtained 
from g: pow V >-+ pow Vi by restriction is a projectivity of V onto Vi . 
Any projectivity rr: .P(V) Z-P P(V,) which has the form r = g for such a g 
will be called a projective geometric transformation of V onto Vi . The bar 
symbol will always be used to denote the projective geometric transformation g 
obtained from a geometric transformation g in the above way. So g sends a 
subspace U of V, i.e. the point U in P(V), to the subspace gU of P(V,). 
We have 
-- 
&w, “‘LTt = g1g2 *-' zt 
under composition, and g-i = 3 for inverses. In particular, composites and 
inverses of projective geometric transformations are themselves projective 
geometric transformations. 
A geometric transformation of V is, by definition, a geometric transforma- 
tion of V onto V. The set of geometric transformations of V is a subgroup of 
the group of permutations of V. It will be written EL(V) and will be called the 
general geometric group of V. By a group of geometric transformations of 
V we mean any subgroup of ZZ( V). So GL( V) is a group of geometric trans- 
formations of V. By a group of linear transformations of V we mean any 
subgroup of GL(V). 
A projectivity of I’ is, by definition, a projectivity of V onto V. The set of 
projectivities of V is a subgroup of the group of permutations of P(V) which 
will be called the group of projectivities of V. The bar mapping gives a homo- 
morphism of BL(V) into the group of projectivities of V. We sometimes use 
P for - and put PX = x. In particular PGL( V) is a subgroup of the group of 
projectivities of V called the projective general linear group of V. By a group 
of projectivities of V we mean any subgroup of the group of projectivities of V. 
By a projective group of linear transformations of V we mean any subgroup 
of PGL(V). We will see later that PEL(V) is the entire group of projectivities 
of V so, once this is done, we will be able to use the symbol PZL( V) for the 
group of projectivities of V. 
1 C . Radiations 
For any E in & define the geometric transformation r, by Y,X = olx for al1 
x in V. So r, E Z(V). Any g in EL(V) which has the form g = Y, for some 
such 01 will be called a radiation of 8. The set of radiations of V is a subgroup 
of BL(V) which will be written RL( V). We have r,r8 = r,, if t = left, 
yUrO = ram if t = right. And r,” = Y,-~ . Clearly P@ is the identity map on 
P(V) for all a: in B, so PRL( V) = 1. Note that 
T, E GL(V) o 01 EP. 
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1.2. Suppose dim V 3 2. Let u be ap elementsof GE(V). Then10 is in RL(;r/) 
if and only if uL = L jol: all 1inesL in ,V.,Irz paAnclar, ker (P 1 GL) = RL n GL. 
Note that 1.2 is false when dim V = 1, To see this take D noncommutative, 
pick 6 E D -F, let V be D regarded as a l-dimensional left vector space over 
D in the natural way, and define GY = xt for all x in V. 
1 D. Residues 
Consider a E GL( V). We define the residual space R by R = (u - lV)V, 
the fixed space P by P = ker (u - l,), and the residual index res u by 
res G = dim R = codim P. The subspaces R and Pare called the spaces of G. 
Wehave~R=RandoP=P.Andres’o=Oifandonlyifu=lV.And 
a and u-l have the same R, P, res. If R is a line, plane, hyperplane, we refer to 
it as the residual line, plane, hyperplane, of c. Similarly with the fixed line, 
etc. Convention: whenever a u E GL( V) . 1s under discussion, the letter R will 
automatically refer to the, residual space-of 0, the letter P to its fixed space. 
1.3. Let a, and u2 be elements of GL(V) andput u = uluz . Then 
R_CRi, i-R,, PSP,nP,, 
res (JOGS < res (TV + res c2,. 
1.4. Let aI and u2 be elements of GL( V) andput u = uluz . Then 
(1) V=P,+P,+R=R,+& 
(2) RI n R, * 0 + P = Pi CI Pz . 
1.5. Let u and Z be elements of GL( V). Then the residual andJixed spaces OJ 
&Z-l are ZR and ZP respectively. In particular, res ZUZ-~ = res u; and 
u,Z = ZJ implies that ER = R and ZP = P. 
1 A. Let u1 and u2 be elements of GL( V). Then RI C Pz and R, C PI makes 
up2 = up1 . 
1.7. Let uI and u2 be elements of GL(lV) with alaz = u2u1 . Then 
R,CP, and R,CP,, 
provided either R, n R, = 0 or V = PI + P2 . 
1.8. LetubeanelementojGL(V). ThenaS= l,ifandonlyif(oj R) = -1,. 
1.9. If V = VI @ V, and u = u1 @ u2 with u1 E GL( VI) and u2 E GL( V,), 
then 
R = R, @ R, , P = PI @ Pz . 
1 .lO. Let u be an element of GL( V) and let W be a subspace of 6’ with R C W 
orP1 W. ThenaW= We 
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Ir E. Transvections 
An element (T in GL( V) is called a transvection if either (1) (r = 1 V , or (2) 
res CJ = 1 with R C P. 
If (r is a transvection, then so is ZaP1 for any .Z in GL(P). 
Consider o E GIL(V). A vector x in P is called a characteristic vector of o 
if there is an a in rj such that 0% = 01x. A scalar o? in D is called a characteristic 
value of o if there is an x in 3 such that (TX = ML Clearly, if x is a charac- 
teristic vector, then so are all nonzero vectors in the line Dx. And clearly, 
if 01 is a characteristic value, then so is ,&$I-* for all p in D. 
I .I I. If (5 is a transvection in GL( V), its characteristic vectors are the 
elements of p, its characteristic values aye all 1. 
For any a E V, p s V’ with pa = 0 define the mapping 7n.p by T,,,X = 
x + (px)a for all x in V. It is easily seen that T~,~ E GL(V). We have 7a,p = 1, 
if and only if a = 0 or p = 0. And TV,,, = T,,~~ for all h in D. Of course 
T,,, is a transvection if a = 0 or p = 0; if a # 0, p # 0 with pa = 0, then 
7u.il + 1~) and ra,p is a transvection with residual space equal to the line Da, 
and fixed space equal to the hyperplane ker p = pT = (DP)~. 
1.12. Suppose a, a’ are nonxeYo vectors, and p, p’ are nonxero linear func- 
tionals, and pa = p’a’ = 0. So 70,L, and T~‘,~’ are elements of GL(V) which are 
rtot equal to 1” . Then 7n,p = T,‘,,’ if and only if theye is a X in a with a’ = ha 
and p’ = A-lp. 
IfTa.r, and xp are defined, then Ta,pTh,r, = Ta+h,p . If ra,p and ra,m are defined, 
then T,,~T~,~ = 7,,,+, . If rd.p is defined, then T,” D = rna.p for all II in Z, and 
for all LT in GL(V). 
1.13. Suppose dim V > 2. Let L be a line in V, let H be a hyperplane of F’ 
with L C H. Then there is a transvection u in GL( V) with R = L and P = H. 
1.14. Let u be any transvection in GL(V) with c # 1, . So R is a line, P is a 
hyperplane, and Pl is a line. If we take any nonxero a E R andp E P”, &en there 
is a h zn D such that CT = 7Aa,0 .
1.15. Let TV and 7z be transvections in GL(V) a?zd let a E D. Then rarx = TV 
if and only if a: = 1 with 71 = TV. In particular, yol+rl is not a transvection when 
a # 1. 
1.16. Let o1 and cr2 be elements of GL(V) of residue 1 with al’s2 f 1 V . Tha 
res CT~U~ = 1 if and only if R, = R, or P1 = P, . 
1.17. Let a1 and CF~ be nontrivial trunsvections in GL( V). Then 01~2 is a 
transvection if and’only if R, = R, or P, = Pz . 
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1.18. Let X be a subgroup of GL(V) that consists entirely of transvections. 
Then all nontrivial elements of X either have the same residual line, or they all 
have the same fixed hyperplane. 
1.19. Let oI and o2 be nontrivial transvections in GL( V). Then ala, = 0201 
rf and only if R, C Pz and R, C PI . 
1.20. Let u1 and c2 be nontrivial transvections in GL(V) with u1u2 # 1, . 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) a, permutes with U~CT,CJ;~; 
(2) u2 permutes with aIuzu;-l; 
(3) R, C Pz or R, C PI ; 
(4) u = up2 has R n P # 0. 
In an arbitrary group G we let [g, h] stand for the commutator 
[g, h] = ghg-lb-l = [h, g]-‘. 
1.21. Let u1 and a2 be nontrivial transvections in GL( V) with RI C Pz and 
R, $ PI . Then [u 1 , us] is a nontrivial transvection with spaces R, _C Pz . 
1.22.Leta,b~Vandp,p,~V’withpa=~a=~b=O.Then 
ha,, > Tb,ml = T,,(,b), ’ 
1 F. Projective Transvections 
Call an element k of the group of projectivities of V a projective trans- 
vection if it is of the form K = 0 for some transvection (r in GL( V). It follows 
from 1.2 and 1.15 that such a u is unique and we call it the representative 
transvection of k. Residual and fixed spaces of a projective transvection are 
those of its representative transvection. The R, P convention of Section 1D 
will be extended to projective transvections. 
1.23. Suppose dim V > 3. Let u1 and a, be nontrivial projective transvec- 
tions in PGL( V). Then o,u, is a projective transvection af and only if R, = R, 
or PI = Pz . 
1.24. Suppose dim V > 3. Let X be a subgroup of PGL( V) that consists 
entirely of projective transvections. Then all nontrivial elements of X either 
have the same residual line, or they all have the same$xed hyperplane. 
1.25. Let oI and u2 be nontrivial projective transvections in PGL(V). Then 
0102 = ~acrr if and only if R, C P2 and Rz C PI . 
1G. Big Dilations 
We say that an element u of GL(V) is a big dilation if there is a splitting 
V=U@WwithW#Osuchthat(cr/U)=lUand(o~W)=r,forsome 
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01 in P with 0: # 1. It is clear that if (r is such a big dilation, then R = W and 
P = u. 
1.26. Let U = (51 -a- oS with ui E GL(V) and res ui = 1 foT 1 < i < s. 
Then res u < s. If res cr = s, then 
R=R,+---+R,, P=P,n-‘nP,<. 
1.27. A big dilation (T in GL(V) with res u < co cannot be expressed as a 
product of res c transvections in GL(V). 
Proof. Here V = R @ P since cs is a big dilation. Suppose we had 
(T = o1 *.* qr with Y = res (T and a11 ‘si transvections in GL(V). Then R = 
R, + m-e + R, by 1.26. So each cur ,..,, CT,. induces a transvection in GL(R). 
This reduces things to the case 2 < dim V < 00 with o a radiation in GL( V). 
Proceed as in step (1) of the proof of 2.1.6 of O’Meara [15]. Q.E.D. 
1.28. Remark. Chapter 2 of [15], which is the commutative version of 
Dieudonne’s [S] work on the generators of the linear groups, runs into some 
difficuhies in the noncommutative theory. See Phadke [18]. 
1 H. Collinear Transformations 
Consider a bijection b: D >+ D, which is either an isomorphism or anti- 
isomorphism of division rings. Write CLU for the action of p on a typical cy. in D. 
Of course p can be both an isomorphism and an antiisomorphism, but this 
happens if and only if D and D, are commutative. If ~CL: D L--+ D, and p1 : 
D, w D, are two situations of the above type, then so is pip: D H D, ; 
we then have awla = (&)ul; and pip will be an antiisomorphism when one of 
pi , p is an antiisomorphism, the other an isomorphism; and pip will be an 
isomorphism when pi , p are both isomorphisms or both antiisomorphisms. 
A map k:V+-V1 is called semilinear with respect to the iso- 
morphism/antiisomorphism p”: D M D, if K(x + y) = /zx + /zy, k(ax) = 
olukx for all x, y in V, 01 in D. A map k: V +- V, is called semilinear if it is 
semilinear with respect to some CL. If k # 0, then the associated p is unique; 
and V and V1 have opposite orientation implies that TV is an antiisomorphism; 
and V and I/; have the same orientation implies that p is an isomorphism, 
If k: V + Vi is semilinear with respect to p and k, : V, +- V, is semilinear 
with respect to p1 , then k,k is semilinear with respect to P~,u. If the bijection 
k: V B--+ Vi is semilinear with respect to t.~, then k-1: Vi u V is semilinear 
with respect to p-r: D, w D. 
1.29. If (x& is a base fey V, and (vJiel is a family of vectors in V, , and V 
and V, have the same (opposite) orientation, arid p: D z-+- D, is an isomorphism 
(antiisomorphism) of division rings, then there is a unique semilinear map k: 
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V t VI with associated p which carries xi to vi fog each i E 1. The defining 
equation of k is 
A collinear transformation k of V onto VI is, by definition, a semilinear 
bijection k: V w VI . Composites and inverses of’collinear transformations 
are themselves collinear. If k is collinear, then k is geometric. In particular, 
we can form R for any collinear k: V ++ V, and thereby obtain a projectivity, 
indeed a projective geometric transformation K: P(V) H P( VI). A projec- 
tivity rr: P(V) M P(V,) which has the form n = k for some collinear 
k: V w VI is called a projective collinear transformation of V onto V, . 
Clearly composites and inverses of projective collinear transformations are 
themselves projective collinear transformations; and all projective collinear 
transformations are projective geometric. 
1 I. The Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry 
1.30. Let rr be a bij,ctbn of the lines of V onto the lines of V, . Suppose 
L_cL,+L,o?TLc77L1+?rL2, 
for all lines L, L, , L, in P(V). Then r can be extended uniquely to a projectivity 
m P(Y) >+ P( V,). 
Proof. Uniqueness follows from Section 1B. To prove existence, first 
verify by induction on Y that 
Then define IXJ = CLcu Z-L for each U in P(V); of course, define 170 = 0. 
This gives a mapping If: P(Y) +- P( V,). Verify that 
This immediately gives the injectivity of n: P(V) - P( VI), Let 1?, : 
P(V,) P-- P(V) be the corresponding map for z--l. So for any J in P(V,) 
we have 
rrLC JuL_CITjJ. 
To prove surjectivity of I2 consider J E P( VI); clearly 17(17,J) 2 /; if rL C 
n(KI,J), then L c n,J, so ?rL C J; so n(17.J) = J; so 17 is surjective. So 
l7: P(V) H P( VI) is 3 projectivity. Q.E.D. 
1.31. THEOREM. If dim V 2 3 and dim VI 3 3, then every projectivity 
qf V onto V, is a projective coZ&zear tran$ormation. 
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1 J. The Groups Z(V) and PPL( V) 
A collinear transformation of V is, by definition, a collinear transformation 
of V onto V. The ~1 associated with a collinear transformation of V is therefore 
an isomorphism, indeed an automorphism, of the division ring D. The set of 
collinear transformations of V is a subgroup of the general geometric group 
8L(V). It is written FL(V) and is called the collinear group of V. By a group 
of collinear transformations of V we mean any subgroup of rL( V). A projec- 
tive collinear transformation of V is, by definition, a projective collinear 
transformation of V onto V. The set of projective collinear transformations is 
exactly the subgroup of the group of projectivities of V consisting of 
the images of L’L(V) under the bar mapping, i.e. it is the group PpLL(V). 
This group is called the projective collinear group of V. By a projective 
group of collinear transformations of V we mean any subgroup of PPL(V). 
It is obvious that RL( V) and GL( V) are normal subgroups of rL(V). 
1.32. Suppose dim V 3 2. Let k be an element of I’L( V). Then k is in RL(V) 
if and only if kL = L for all lines L in V. 
1.33. (1) The groqp ofprojectivities of V is equal to PSL(V). 
(2) PEL(V) = PrL( V)for dim V 3 3. 
(3) ker(PIrL)=RLifdimV>2. 
(4) ker(P/PL)=PLifdimV=l. 
As we have already mentioned in Section lB, we can now use PBL( V) to 
denote the group of projectivities of V. 
By a representative of an element 2 in PFL(V’) we mean an element k of 
rL(V) for which k = Z. If k, and k, are two elements of FL(V), then the 
following statements are equivalent when dim V > 2: 
(1) k, and k, represent the same element of PL?L( V); 
(2) k, = k,r for some Y in RL(V); 
(3) k, = rk, for some r.in RL( V). 
If dim V > 2, then all representatives of an element Z of PGL( V) fall in 
the group RL( V) * GL( V). 
1K. The Isomorphisms @, 
We now introduce group isomorphisms di, where g is first a co&rear 
transformationg: V z--+ Vi of V onto V, , and secondly a projective collinear 
transformation g: P(V) - P(V,) of V onto V, . 
First consider a collinear transformation g: V >---f V, . Let CL: D >-+ D, 
be the associated isomorphism/antiisomorphism of division rings. Then it is 
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clear that the @, defined by @,k = gkg-1 for all k in B(V) is actually an 
isomorphism Qs : E(V) >-+ JX(V,) of groups. Under composition we have 
@g,,, = @, 0 @g > under inversion cP,-’ = dj,+ . We find that Qg induces 
a9 : GL( Vj H GL( V,) and @ g : X(V) ++ RL( V,). If (J E GL( V), then the 
residual and fixed spaces of @,a are gR and gP respectively, in particular 
res @go = res cr. If H is a hyperplane and L is a line with L C H 2 V, then gL 
is a line contained in the hyperplane gH of Vi , and Qg carries the set of 
transvections with spaces L C H onto the set of transvections with spaces 
gL CgH. If (T = T,,,~ is a transvection in usual form, then llb97,,, = 7go,lrPs-lF 
Now consider a projective collinear transformation g: P(V) w P(V,) of 
V onto VI . This time define Dgk = gkg-l for all k in PlYL( V) and obtain an 
isomorphism of groups as : PITL(V) M PFL(VJ. Under composition and 
inversion we have @g g = Qgl 0 @, and @;’ = @Q-1 . Since g is a projective 
collinear transformat& it is of the form g = h for some collinear trans- 
formation h: V >+ VI ; we find that 
we conclude that @‘s induces Qs : PGL(V) S+ PGL(V,); and also that @, 
carries the set of projective transvections with spaces L _C H onto the set with 
spaces gL C gH. 
1.34. Suppose dim V > 2 and dim V, > 2. If g and g, are collinear trans- 
formations of V onto V, , then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) @.q = @& ; 
(2) cl = gz ; 
(3) gl = g,r for some Y fz RL( V); 
(4) g, = rg, for some r E RL( V,). 
IL. The Contragredient 
Considering a semilinear mapping k: V +- V, with associated p: D t-f D, . 
For each pt E V,’ it is obvious that p-lpIk E V’ and, as we know, the mapping 
tk: VI’ -- V’ defined by sending p1 to y-lplk, i.e. by tk(pI) = pmlplk, i.e. by 
(x, tW” = (J2x, ~1) Vx E V, ~1 E V,‘, 
is called the transpose of k. The transpose tk is semilinear with respect to 
p-1: Dl x-+ D. And tk = 0 if and only if k = 0: For any two semilinears k 
and 1 of V into VI we have tk = tl if and only if k = 1. If k: V +- VI and 
k, : VI -+ V, are semilinear then k,k : V -+- V, is semilinear with t(kIk) = 
tk”k, . If k: V -+- V, is semilinear, then k is bijective if and only if tk is 
bijective. If k: V >-+ V, is bijective, then “(k-l) and (tk)-l are semilinear 
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bijections of V’ onto V,l with respect to PL: D * D, and in fact we have 
*(K-l) = (tk)-1; in this event the contragredient is defined to be the common 
value 4 = tk-l. We have 
k‘lvk, = i, . . . &, , k% = h-1. 
Now fix V and consider the action of the contragredient on the collinear 
transformations of V, i.e. on the elements of IX(V). Then “: rL(V) - 
FL(V’) is an injective homomorphism of groups which preserves associated 
division ring automorphisms and therefore induces “: GL(V) 2- GL(V’). 
For any a( in D we have t~a = ru , !a = ~~-1 , where the first Y in each equation 
is in rL(V) and the second is in rL(v’). Thus ” induces a bijection “: 
RI;(V) >+ RL(v’). We call “: rL( V) 1- T’L( Y’) the contragredient iso- 
morphism of V. For any k in IX(V) and any subspace U of V we have 
k?P = (kU)I. 
1.35. If ” is the contragredient isomorphism of V and o is any element of 
GL( V), then 
(1) The $xed space of 6 is Ri; 
(2) The residual space of 6 is Pl; 
(3) res u < 03 if and only if res & < co; 
(4) If res u < co, then res 0 = res 6; 
(5) Q is a transvection if and only if 15 is; 
(6) +a,, = To,-2 for a trunsvection in usual form. 
Proof. (1) is direct. In order to have (2) first note the obvious fact that 
P’ contains the residual space of %; so consider an element p of P”; we must 
show that p is in the residual space of $a; we have P C (DP)~ C V; it follows 
easily that (u - I)(DP)~ C (0 - 1)V; hence ((0 - l)V)i C ((u - l)(Dp)T)I; 
accordingly we can pick p E V’ with 
<tu - l)(DdT, ‘p> = 0, ((0 - 1) V, y> # 0; 
then %g, - 40 is a nonzero element of the line Dp; so p E D(bg, - cp); 
so p belongs to the residual space of $0, as required. To prove (3) and (4) 
refer to Section 1A. Finally, (5) and (6) are immediate. Q.E.D. 
Since the contragredient isomorphism of I/ induces a bijective isomorphism 
“: RI;(V) w R%(V) we can well define an injective isomorphism 
“: PKL(V) - PrL(V’), which we call the projective contragredient iso- 
morphism of V, by the equation 
i=i VkEPl-L(V). 
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The projective contragredient clearly induces “: PGL( r/) 1- PGL( V’), 
and it carries the set of projective transvections with spaces L _C H onto the 
set of projective transvections with spaces W-L _C LI. 
2. SOME GEOMETRIC CONSEQUENCES OF PERMUTABILITY 
2.1. Suppose dim V = 2. Let u be an element of GL( V) that moves a line 
L in V. Let 7 and r1 be distinct nontrivial transvectirms in GL(V) with residual 
line L. Then o does not permute with both TUT-~ and T~(TT;~. 
Proof. Fix a nonzero vector x with L = Dx and put y = OX. So (x, y> is a 
base for V. Take matrices 
with respect to this base, with 6 E Ij, d E D, e E lj, e, ED, e # e, . We find 
that the matrices of u(~a~-I) and ( TU+)U with respect to the above base are 
respectively equal to 
i 
b bd - be 
dfe b - de + ed + d2 - es > 
and 
( b + ed - e2 bd + eb + ed2 - e2d d-e b - ed + d2 ) 
when V is a right vector space; if V is left, the respective matrices are the 
same but for a reversal in the order of multiplication in e,ach entry-for 
example the bd- be entry becomes db - eb. If char D # 2, then the permuta- 
bility of u and T(T~-1 would make d + e = d - e, hence e = 0, and this is 
absurd. If char D = 2 we obtain ed - ez = 0, so d = e, similarly d ,= e, , 
so e = e, , again absurd. Q.E.D. 
An element u in GL( V) is called unipotent if (u - 1 y)k = 0 holds for some 
R > 0. The smallest K > 0 for ,which this holds is called the level of uni- 
potence of u.and is written lev u. Thus lev u < co if and only if u is unipotent. 
If u is unipotent of level K and U is a nonzero subspace of V that is stabilized 
by (T, then (U ) 77) is unipotent of level < k. 
2.2. Let u be a unipotent element of GL(.V). Then 
(1) 1 is a characteristic value of 0; 
(2) 1 is the only characteristic value of cr; 
(3) lev u < res u + 1 < dim V. 
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2.3. If char D = p > 0, then cx E GL(V) is unipotat if and only if&-” = 1 V 
fey some v > 0. 
Clearly all nontrivial transvections are unipotent of level 2. 
2.4. Every unipotent element of residue 1 is a transvection. In particular, iJ 
dim V = 2, then all unipotent elements aye transvections. 
We say that two elements k, and k, of IYL(V) permute projectively if r$ 
and ka permute. Obviously permutability implies projective permutability. 
2.5. Suppose dim V 3 2. Let o be any element of GL( V) which satisfies any 
one of the following conditions: 
(1) res o < & dim V < co; 
(2) res CT = 4 dim V < CO with G.-not a big dilation; 
(3) res CJ < 00 with dim V injinite; 
(4) u is unipotent; 
(5) D is a transvection. 
Then if (r permutes projectively with a k in I’L( V), it p#mutes with k itself. 
2.6. Let u be an element of GL( V) of residue 2. Let 7 be any nontrivial trans- 
vection in GL(V) with spaces L C H. Then CT = 7~ implies that L C P and 
R C H, provided we rule out the case where R n P = 0 and R has a base u, v 
in which 
uu = “, (TV = pu -k a53 
for some 01, /3 in D. 
Proof. (1) Case R C P. If L n R = 0 or V = H + P, apply 1.7. There- 
foreassumethatLCRandPCH.ButthenLZRCPandRCPCH. 
(2) Case R n P a line. By 1.7 we can assume that L Z R and P 2 H. If 
L $ P proceed as foll,ows. Here H =F L + P. Pick x E V - H. Then rx = 
x + 1 for some 1 EL. Now OL = L since VT = TG‘, so ~1 = oil for some 
cy. in B. And (TX = x + /31 + k for some vector k in the line R n P, since 
R = L + (R n P). Then UTX = TUX implies that 
x+,3l+k+crl=x+l+,/3l+k. 
So 0: = 1. So al = 1. So L 6 P, and this is absurd. We can therefore assume 
that L = R n P and PC H. If R C H we are through, so assume R $ H. 
Then T and u both act on the hyperplane W = R + P, and (T j W) is a non- 
trivial transvection with line L and W-hyperplane P, and (G j FV) and (T / W) 
permute, and res (o. j W) = 1 since (a / W) is identity on the W-hyperplane P, 
so the residual space of (U 1 W) is contained in P by 1.7. Therefore, if we fix 
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XEH- W,wemusthaveux-xxR-L..Soux-x$H.SoT(ux-xX) = 
(ax-x)+lforsomel~~.Ando~x-x=~x-xxR----L.So 
I = T(UX - x) - (CJX - x) = 7ux - ax 
= m-x - ux = ux - ux = 0, 
which is absurd. 
(3) Case R n P = 0. Then Q-R = R and TP = P by 1.5, from which it 
follows easily, using 1.9, that either L _C P with H _> R, or L 2 R. In the first 
event we are through, so assume the second, i.e. assume that L _C R. Then 
(T 1 R) is a nontrivial transvection which permutes with (a / R) and which 
has line L. We can then find vectors u EL, v E R -L such that ru = u, 
721 = u + v. But UL = L since u permutes with T. So 
au = au, uv = pu + yv 
for some 01, p, y in D. The equation urv = ruv then makes y = 01. But this is 
precisely the situation rules out in the statement of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
2.7. Let u be an element of GL(V) of resiilue 2 with R n P = 0. Let aI be a 
unipotent element of GL(V) of residue 2 and level 3. Then uul = qu implies that 
R,_CPandR_CP,. 
Proof. Since a, permutes with u, it follows from 1.5 that u1 induces 
(ul j R) G GL(R) and (ol 1 P) E GL(P). Then (ur 1 A) is unipotent, hence a 
transvection by 2.4. If (ur 1 R) were nontrivial, then res (ul ( P) = 1 by 1.9, 
hence (ui 1 P) would be a transvection by 2.4,,hence 
contrary to the assumption that lev a1 = 3. Hence (ur / R) is trivial, i.e. 
RCP,. And R,_CP by 1.9. Q.E.D. 
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3. FULL GROUPS 
We now fix a total subspace W of V’, i.e. a subspace W of I” such that 
w’ = 0. The linear mapping - : V +- V” induces a linear mapping -: 
V +- w’ by restricting the linear functionals in V” from V’ to W, the 
injectivity of the mapping - being a consequence of the equation WT = 0. 
So 4 = (E 1 W). Following usual functional notation, p will denote the image 
of V in w’ under ms 
3.1. p is a total subspace of W’. 
We let Y denote the set of lines of Y. So S C P(V). Each nonzero element 
p of W (or equivalently each line in W) determines a hyperplane H of V, 
namely the hyperplane H = pT = (DP)~. We let % denote the set of hyper- 
planes of V that are determined by W in this way. So 2 C P(V). If HE 2, 
then H-’ is a line in W with H IT = H. And if L E 9, then we know from 1.1 
that LI is a hyperplane of V’ with L L-r = L, and (L’ n W) is a hyperplane of 
W with (LL n W)T = L. 
3.2. If U is afinite-dimensional subspace of V and K is a Eke in V but not in U, 
then there is a hyperplane H in ~4’ such that U C H, K $ H. 
Consider the contragredient isomorphism “: rL(V) + SL(V’) and con- 
sider an element k of I?L( V). We say that k is defined and write ff = (A / IV) 
whenever kW = W. If E is defined, then 6 E .FL(W) and & has the same 
division ring automorphism as k. The set of k’s for which A is defined is a 
subgroup of rL(V) and if we use X to denote this subgroup then 
*: X * rL(W) is an injective homomorphism of groups, the injectivity 
being a consequence of the fact that W is total. We have “: (X n CL(V) z-- 
GL( W). And RL(V) C X with +?a = Y,~ for all CV. in rj where the first Y is in 
RL( V) and the second is in RL(W). In particular, * is defined for all elements of 
RL(V) and we have a bijective isomorphism of groups *: RL(V) >--+ RL(W). 
3.3. If o is any element of GL( V) for which 8 is defined, then 
(1) The fixed space of 6 is RI n W, 
(2) rescT< ooifandonlyifresr3< co; 
(3) If res CI < co, then res u = res 6, and the residual space of B is 
P-‘, alzd (R’ n W)’ = R. 
3.4. Let CT be any element of GL(V) with res (5 < co. Then 8 is defined q 
and only if Pl C W. 
481/44/I-8 
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3.5. Let 7 be a nontrivial transvection in GL(V) with spaces L _C H. Then + 
is defined if and only if H E &?, and in this event + is a transvection with spaces 
H-‘-_CLln W. 
3.6. Let r&,0 be a nontrivial transvection in GL(V) in usual form. Then 
n ra,p is defined if and only if p E W, and in this event we have +i,,, = T,,,-~ .
IfkePrL(V)h as a representative k in rL( V) for which k is defined, then h 
is defined for all representatives k of k; the set of these w’s is precisely the set 
PX where X is the group of elements of .l?L( V) for which h is defined. We well- 
define fi =x for all K in PX and thereby obtain an injective isomorphism 
*: PX t PI”L( W) with *: PX n PGL( V) 2- PGL( W). Note that + is 
defined for a nontrivial projective transvection T if and only if the fixed 
hyperplane of T is in L%?, and if the spaces of such a 7 are L _C H, then + is a 
projective transvection with spaces H-L CL’ n W. If L E 9 and HE % 
with L _C H, then h carries the set of projective transvections with spaces 
L Z H onto the set of projective transvections with spaces H’- ZLI n W. 
We say that a subgroup A of PTL(V) is full of projective transvections 
relative to W if dim V > 2 and 
(1) The spaces L C H of each nontrivial projective transvection in d 
satisfy L E L? and H E %; and 
(2) Given L E 9 and H E % with L C H, there is at least one nontrivial 
projective transvection in A with spaces L _C H, 
Clearly W is uniquely determined by d. 
We say that a subgroup A of PrL(V) is relatively full of projective trans- 
vections if it is full of projective transvections relative to some total subspace 
Wof V. 
For the rest of Sections 3,4 and 5 we assume, in addition to the assumptions 
made on D, F, V, t in Section lA, that W is a total subspace of V’, that 8 is 
the set of lines of V, that # is the set of hyperplanes of V determined by W, and 
that A is a subgroup of PrL(V) that is full of projective transvections relative 
to W. Similarly with W, , &, &I , A, for D, , F1 , V, , t, . And A: A >+ A, 
will denote an isomorphism of groups. 
By the underlying division ring, dimension, dual dimension, of A we 
mean, respectively, D, dim V, dim W. Similarly with D, , of course. Note 
that the underlying dimension is finite if and only if the underlying dual 
dimension is finite, and if this is so, then the two dimensions are equal. 
We say that LI preserves the projective transvection u in d if Lr is a projec- 
tive transvection in d, ; that it preserves the projective transvection ‘or in 
d, if (I-la, is a projective transvection in d; and that it preserves projective 
transvections if it preserves all projective transvections in L3 and in d, . 
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3.1. Suppose dim V > 3 and dim W, > 3. Let F be a bijection of 9 u ST? 
onto TX u %I such that n2 = ZI , rr2 = XI , and 
LcHonLCnH 
for all L E 9, HE X. Then r can be extended uniquely to a projectivity 17: 
P(V) >+ P( V,). 
Proof. Apply 3.2 and 1.30. QED. 
3.8. (1) h is definedfor all elements of A. 
(2) The subgroup a of P.lL(E+) is full of p ro’ec ive J t transvections relative 
to IT 
(3) The isomorphism A~ A 2--f A- preserves projective transvections and 
sends the set of projective transvections in A with spaces L C H(L E 9, H E S) 
onto the set of projective transvections in Aa with spaces H-’ CL1 n W. 
Proof. In order to show that k^ is defined for any k in A we must show that 
kW = W holds for a representative k of k in rL(W). By considering k-l 
instead of k we see that it is enough to show that &WC W, and hence that .& 
sends a typical line in W into W. Consider a typical line in J&-it has the form 
X$A for some H ~2. By the fullness of A there is a nontrivial transvection r 
in IX(V) with fixed ‘hyperplane H and with +F in A. But k&-l is a projective 
transvection in A with fixed hyperplane kH by Section IK. So kH is in %?‘. 
So (kH)l is a line in W. But (kH)l = kHJ- by Section IL. So R sends the 
typical line H’- of W to (kH)l C W, as required. This proves assertion (1) 
We now know that * is defined for all elements of A, in particular it is 
defined for all projective transvections in d, and it then sends every projective 
transvection in A to a projective transvection in d. Let us show that every 
projective transvection in o^ comes from a projective transvection in A in this 
way. Accordingly consider K in rL(V) with R in d such that & = ?r with TV 
a nontrivial transvection in rL( W). Let L, _C HI denote the spaces of TV . 
We must show that K is a projective transvection. We have k” = F = b, , 
so we have a: in a such that ck = or. Put o = r*k. We now have 6 = TV 
and so a E GL(V). We still have 5 = K, and so it is enough to show that u 
is a transvection. Now res 0 < co so res D = 1, and R’- n W = HI , and 
P’- = L, , and (Al n T/T/‘)T = R, all by 3.3. Hence R = (R’ n W)’ = 
HI7 C LIT = P. So Q is a transvection, as required. - 
To prove fullness of d^ relative to p we must first show that the fixed 
hyperplane of any nontrivial projective transvection in o^ is described by a 
line in 8. Now by what we have just proved, such an element must have the 
form 9,,,. But +n.p = +n,Q = 4,s:, by 3.6. Hence the result. To complete the 
proof of fullness we must show that if nonzero p E W, ii E r are given with 
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a”(p) = 0, then there is a X in H such that T,,~,~ is in a. But by the,fullness of 
A we have a X in rj such that Q~,+,~ is in A. Then 
TA,,d = ?&-A, = 6,#_&) E a. 
So o^ is full. This proves (2). 
The proof of (3) is now clear. Q.E.D. 
3.9. Let dim V > 3 and D # IF, . Then for each h,yperplane H in S and 
each line L in 9 with L C H, there are at least two distinct projective 
transvections in A with residual line L and fixed space H. 
Proof. As in the proof of 5.2.8 of O’Meara [15]. Q.E.D. 
3.10. A is centerless. In particular PGL( V) and PrL( V); being fdZ of projec- 
tive transvections relative to V, are centerless. 
4. PRESERVATION OF PRQJECTIVE TRANSVECTIONS 
4.1. Suppose dim V >, 3, dim VI > 3, with at least one of these dimensions 
> 5. Then there is a nontrivial projective transvection 6 in A fop which A0 is 
either a projective transvection or a product of two projective transvections in A, . 
Proof. (1) First we prove the resuh in the case ‘where dim V > 5. 
(la) Let us find ~a E GL( V) with 
res ‘~a < 2, i&y E A, 02 # 1, 
and a product os of two transvections in GL(Vl) with 
res ua < 2, 53EAl, a, .# 1, 
such that /l6, = OS . By the fullness of A there is a nontrivial transvection 7 
in GL(V) with - -r in A. Express /l?: = k, with Kr in FL( Vi). By 1.32 and 1.33 
we know that &L, # L, for some line L, in VI .‘By 3.2 and the fullness of 
A, there is a nontrivial transvection or in GL(Vl) with residual line L, and 
with +I in A, . Take R in FL(V) Smith k in A and (li = or. Then era = 
TKT-%-~ and (T 3 = Izr~$~;~~;~ will do the job. 
(lb) Next we find a4 E GL( V) with 
res a4 < 4, a4 E A, 04 # 1, 
and a nontrivial transvection o5 6 GL(VJ with 6a E A, such that AZ4 = 6, . 
By 3.2 we can fix a hyperplane H;in Sr with R3 C H3 . Let p3’f WI determine 
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Hs . If os fixes all vectors in Hs , then l’s = Ha 3 R, , so us is a transvection, 
and we take G& = us and u5 = os and we are through. We may therefore 
assume that os moves at least one vector in Hs . So os moves every nonzero 
vector in some line in Hs , It then follows from the fullness of a, that 
there is a nonzero vector a, in V, with osas # a, , p3a, = 0, and ?a3,03 Gd, . 
Note that ~~0;’ = p3 since li,,C Hs , and so ~~~,~~~a;%-;~,,~ = ~ ~~~~~~~~~ is a 
nontrivial transvection. Pick k, in FL(V) with k, in L1 and Ak, = ?a3,p3 .
Then a4 = v,kza;lk;l and c5 = crs~~~,~~@r;~,,~ will do the job. 
(1~) By 3.2 we have a hyperplane H4 in X with R4 C H4 . Let p4 E W 
determine H4 . If as fixes all vectors in H4 , then Ps = I-r, 3 R, f SQ o4 is a 
transvection, we take 0 = o, and we are through. We may therefore assume 
that Us moves at least one vector in H4 . We then obtain, as in step lb), a vector 
a, in V with o4a, # a,, phae = 0, and ?;a4,Da E A. Put (T = CF~~,~,,~O;%;~~ . 
(2) We must now consider 3 < dim V < 4. This makes dim V, 2 ;. 
Applying step (I) to ./l-r gives us us E GL( V) with 
and a nontrivial transvection a, in GL( V,) with Or E A, , such that .&, = G7 . 
By 3.2 we have a hyperplane H6 in Z with R, C H, . Let p6 E W determine 
H, . If uG fixes all vectors in H, , then P, = H6 S, R, , so us is a transvection, 
we take (r = crs and we ‘are through. We may therefore assume that a, moves 
at least one vector in H6 :Proc&kd as in step (1~). Q.E.D. 
4.2. Suppose dim V > 3, .dim, VI > 3, with at least one of these dimensions 
> 5. Then char D = 2 @Y&ad ody if char D, = 2. 
Proof. It is enough to assume that char D = 2 and conclude that 
char D, = 2. Assume, if possible, that char D, # 2. By 4.1 we have a non- 
trivial projective transvection 6 in d for which & has the form & = c1 E LI, 
with o1 an element of GL(VJ which is either a nontrivial transvection or a 
product of two nontrivial transvections. Since char D = 2 we have rs2 = I, 
hence Gr2 = 1, hence crls = tia for some 01 in D, , but res o1 < 2, so 01 = 1, 
so in fact s12 = IV1 . This is absurd when ol is a nontrivial transvection since 
we are assuming that char D, # 2. Therefore assume that + is not a trans- 
vection. Then res ur = 2 by 1.16 and 1.17. So vi is not a big dilation, by 1.27. 
But crl is an involution, so (0 \ R,) = (-lR1) by 1.8, so V, = Ri, @ PL with 
~r = ( -lR1)‘@ (IpI), i.e. ur is a big dilation, and this is absurd. So indeed 
char D, = 2, as required. Q.E.D. 
4.3, Let a, b, c be arbitrary elements in. an arbitrary group G. Then cue-1 
permutes with b if and only if a permutes with t-lbc. 
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4.4. Suppose dim V > 3. Let (r, and c2 be nontrivial,projective transvections 
in A with R, # R, OY PI # Pz . If dim V = 3 make the stronger assumption 
that RI $ Pz . Let k be a nontrivial element of A which permutes with Gl and & . 
Then k is conjugate in A to an element which permutes with 6, but not with ‘J1 . 
Proof. We can assume that q and os denote the ,representative transvec- 
tions of a, and & respectively. Fix a representative K of K in FL(V). 
(1) We can assume that in fact R, # R, . In the 3-dimensional case 
this is obvious. So consider dim V > 4 with R, =, R, . E$y 3.8, $I and 6s are 
nontrivial projective transvections in n^ with ,residual lines PI’ and Pzl 
respectively. But PI’ # Pz” since PI # P2 . So if the proposition has been 
established in the case of R, # R, , i.e. in the case of distinct residual lines, 
then R will be conjugate in a to an element which permutes with &s but not 
with $r ,(the theory applies to o^ since, again by 3.8, a is full relative to 8). 
So E will be conjugate in A to an element which permutes with 0s but not 
with 6r . 
(2) Let us show that if the proposition fails in a situation in which 
R, # Rz > then there is a representative 0s in GL( V) of K such that ,j 
R, + Pz 6 P3 . It follows from our assumptions that the plane RI + R, 
does not contain the hyperplane Pz , so there is a line L with L _C Pz and 
L g RI + R, . Let L be a typical such’line. We first show that kL is contained 
in the plane L + R, . To this end choose a hyperplane H in 2 with 
R, + L C H and RR, g,H-this is possible by 3.2. By fullness there is a 
transvection a, with a4 E A and R4 = L, PJ = H. By 1.19 we know that 
- - -_ 
a,%?~, - - --l‘= Cz . So K obviously permutes with. u4us.04 ‘. So ~~~l&~ permutes 
with 0, by 4.3. So ~?;fkcS, permutes with &I by our supposition that the proposi- 
tion is false. So R permutes with u4u1u4 - - --‘. So k permutes with the transvections 
or and a401u;r with spaces R, _C PI and 04Rl 2 u4Pl , by 2.5. Therefore 
k(R, + a,R,) 2 R, + u4Rl by Section, 1K. But u4R1 + RI = L. + R, is a 
plane. So kL CL + R, , as asserte.d. 
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Now if we conjugate $ and &. by some projective transvection in A whose 
line is R, and whose hyperplane does not contain R, we obtain nontrivial 
projective transvections 7 and ii, in A with 
R,’ # R, , RR,’ # R, > &‘-i-R, =R,-kRR,, 
and, when dim V = 3, A,’ $ Pz . Then & must, of course, still permute 
with cz ; and using 4.3 and the supposition that the proposition is false for 
pi ,e2 , R, we see that 5 must also permute with G1’. Now if 6 had a conjugate 
in d which permuted with O2 but not with 6r’, the same would hold for 6s 
and O1 by 4.3. So the proposition remains false for &‘, O,, k. Therefore, by 
what we have already proved at the beginning of step (2), we have 
kL CL f R,‘. But it is clear that R,’ $ L + R, . Hence 
kL C (L + R,) n (L $ R,‘) = L. 
Therefore k stabilizes every line contained in Ps but not in RI + R, . 
Therefore k stabilizes every line in Pz . Therefore, by 1.32, there is an B in dj 
such that kz = a~ for all x in P2 . Therefore R has a representative a, with 
0s~ = x for all x in Pz . This of course implies that us is an element of GL(V) 
whose residue is either 0 or 1 and whose fixed space contains P, . Now & 
permutes with 5, , so 0s permutes with (us by 2.5, so u3 is a transvection by 
1.7. Now us fixes the line R, since ‘Lsa permutes with r?i . Hence usx = x for 
all x in R, by 1.11. Hence P3 3 R, -+ P2 , as we claimed. 
(3) We are now through with the proof in the case dim V = 3. For if 
the result failed we would have R, -f- Pz C P3 by step (2), but V = R, + Pz 
by hypothesis, so u3 = 1 V1 , so k = 1 contrary to hypothesis. So let us assume 
for the rest of the proof that dim I’ 3 4. By step (1) we can continue to assume 
that R, # R, . 
(4) We now compiete the proof in the case where PI # P2 in addition 
to R, # R, . Suppose the proposition did not hold. Then by step (2) we have 
a representative us in GL(V) of k such that R, + Pz C P3 . This of course 
implies that R, C P, = P3 . By 1.7 we have R, C PI and RR, C Pz = P3 . 
Conjugate us by a transvection with residual space equal to some ,line in PT 
but not in PI. n Pz , and with fixed space equal to some hyperplane in X 
which contains this line but does not contain & , and which is projectively 
in A. In this way we obtain a conjugate? to k in A having a representative oh 
which is a, transvection in GL(V) for which R, p PI and R, Z P2 = P5. 
Then u6 permutes with u2 but not with or . So k has a conjugate j in A which 
permutes with iTz but not with O1 . This is absurd. 
(5) Finally we must do the case R, # R, with Pi = P, . Suppose the 
proposition does not hold. Then by step (2) and the fact that &permutes with 
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6, , there is a transvection ua in GL( V) with a3 = k and Ra _C P3 = Pz = PI . 
If Ra CR, + R, , conjugate a, by a transvection with residual line equal to 
some line in P3 but not in RI + R, , and with fixed hyperplane equal to some 
hyperplane in Z which contains this line but does not contain the line R3 , 
and which is projectively in A; in this way we obtain a conjugatej to K in A 
having a representative ug which is a transvection in GL(V) for which 
R,$& -I&> R5--CP5 = Pz = PI; if we have R3 $ RI + R, to begin 
with, put a, = oa and / = A. In any event, we have a conjugate j to k in A 
having a representative as of the above sort. Now conjugate CT& by a trans- 
vection 7 with residual space equal to some line outside P5 , and with iixed 
space equal to some hyperplane in GP which contains this line as well as the 
lines R, and i$ but does not contain R, , and which is projectively in A. In 
this way we obtain a conjugate i to k in A having a representative a6 = 
ra,r-r which is a transvection in GL(V) for which R, = rR5 = R, & P2 and 
P6 = rP5 2 TR, = R, and r-lRl $ Ps , i.e., for which 
i.e. such that s6 permutes with CT, but not with u1 . But then i permutes with 
& but not with O1 . This is absurd. Q.E.D. 
4.5. Suppose dim V > 3, dim VI > 5. Let 6 be a nontrivial projective 
trarzsvection i A such that A6 has the form aI for some CT, in GL(V,) of residue 2 
with RI n PI = 0. Then u1 is a big dilation. 
Proof. If Dl = FS , then char D = 2 by 4.2, so (T2 = 1, so 6r2 = 1, so 
9 2 = 1 since res o1 = 2, so (ui 1 R,) = lR by 1.8, so RI C PI , and this is 
contrary to hypothesis. We therefore habe D, # IF, . Note that V, = 
R, @PI- 
Suppose, if possible, that ui is not a big dilation. Then (ur 1 R,) moves some 
line L, in R, by Section 1 C. Let HI be the hyperplane HI = L, + PI . Then 
HI is in Zi for the following reason: 6r is defined by 3.8, hence & is defined 
by Section 3, hence PI’ C W, by 3.3 and 3.4, hence HI” _C PI’ _C W,l is a line 
in W, , hence HI = HJ-T is in Zr . There are therefore at least two distinct 
transvections which are projectively in A, and have spaces L, C HI , by 3.9. 
If we restrict the situation to the plane RI for a moment, and then apply 2.1, 
we conclude that there is a a,’ in GL(VJ with R,’ = R, and PI’ = PI, and 
with 6i’ conjugate to 6r in A, , such that ui’ does not permute with ui . There is 
then a nontrivial transvection cr’ in GL(V) with 7 in A such that AG’ = T. 
Note that q and G, do not permute by 2.5, so 7 and 6 do not permute, so 
the representative transvections u’ and u do not permute, so R’ $ P or 
Rc P’ by 1.19. 
Let a, denote a unipotent element of residue 2 and level 3 with Ga in A, 
such that R8 _C PI and R, C P3 . The existence of rr, has to be established and 
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this is done as follows. Fix distinct lines L, and L, in PI . Let H5 be a hyper- 
plane in sI that contains R, + L, but not L, . Let H, be a hyperplane in 
A$ that contains R, + L, + L, . Let TV be a transvection in GL(VJ with 
spaces L, _C H5 and with ?5 E a,, let r7 be a transvection in GL( V,) with spaces 
L, C H, and with ?? E aI. Put u3 = ~~7, .SinceV=H,+H,andL,nL,=O 
we have R, = L, + L, G PI and P3 = H5 n H7 >_ R, . In particular res us = 2. 
Of course (5, = ?sTT E A, . So we have to show that Us is unipotent of level 3. 
Now (TOTS - 1 v,) VI = L, + L, since R, = L, + L, , so (TOTS - 1 v,)a VI = L, 
by the nature of 78 and 71 , SO (7-57, - 1 vl)3 vl = 0, i.e. u3 is unipotent of level 
3 as asserted. 
Now o, permutes with q and 0,’ by 1.6, hence ;is permutes with 5% and 
7, hence A--G3 permutes with ~5 and 2, hence by 4.4 there is a conjugate 
to A-G8 in A which permutes with exactly one of ~5 and 7, hence there is a 
conjugate og to a3 in pIL(V,) which permutes with exactly one of or and or’, 
say with the second. But such a conjugate u’9 must be unipotent in GL(V,) 
of residue 2 and level 3 since c3 is. Hence R, 6 PI’ and R,’ c Pg by 2.7. But 
then Rg f PI and R, _C Pg , so 0s permutes with o, , and this is absurd. 
Therefore q must indeed be a big dilation. Q.E.D. 
4.6. Suppose dim V >, 4, dim VI >, 3. Let tT be a nontrivial projective 
transvection in A such that AC has the form 5l for some u1 in GL( VI) af residue 2 
with R, n PI # 0. Then ~9 preserves at least one projective transvection in A 
with the same spaces R C P as a. 
Proof. Let cr denote the representative transvection of 6 in GL(V). Note 
that steps (1) and (2) are valid even if dim V 2 3. 
(1) First we note that there is a nonzero p1 in W, such that plR, = 
pIPI = 0, i.e. that there is a hyperplane HI in %r such that R, C HI and 
PI C HI . In fact any hyperplane HI containing R, and PI will be in *I and 
will therefore do. For & is defined by 3.8, so 6, is defined by Section 3, so 
PI-‘- 5: W, by 3.3. and 3.4, so HIJ C PI” is a line in W, , hence HI = HtT 
is in ZI , as asserted. 
(2) Next let us find a nontrivial transvection CT’ in GL(V) with 2 in A 
such that AT = q for some 4’ in GL(VJ with R,’ = R, and PI’ = PI ) 
and such that <T is a nontrivial projective transvection in A, . Let pr be the 
p1 of step (l), let HI be the hyperplane which it determines in VI . Since 
res u1 = 2 there is an a, in HI such that ulal # a, and, by suitable scaling a, , 
we can assume that Tax,oz is projectively in A, . We have pro;’ = p1 .since 
RICHI, sb -1 -1 "lTiz, D1"l Tal,P1 = 7 UI’lal-al,pl is projectively a nontrivial trans- 
vection in aI . Put or’ = Tal,,lu;l~;~,nl . Then ul’ is clearly an element of 
GL(Vl) with R,’ = R, and PI’ = PI , .and such that $7 is a nontrivial 
projective transvection in A, . To obtain (T’, pull q’ back to V in the usual way. 
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(3) Let us show that R’ = R and P’ = P. Suppose, to the contrary, 
that Ri’ # R or P’ # P. Let a, be a nontrivial transvection in GL(VJ with 
aa in A, whose fixed hyperplane is equal to the Hr of step (l), and whose 
residual line is contained in PI . So 
R32Pl = PI and P3 >_ R, = R,‘. 
Then (~a permutes with o, and or’, hence aa permutes with O1 and 7, hence 
il%, permutes with 6 and 7, hence by 4.4 k%a is conjugate in A to an 
element which permutes with exactly one of 0 and 2, hence there is a con- 
jugate to < in A, which permutes with exactly one of (s, and 2, hence there 
is a conjugate ua to oa in TL(V,) which permutes with exactly one of or and 
(Jl’, say with olr but not with u1 . But such a conjugate, being a transvection, 
must satisfy R, _C PI’ and R,’ _C P5 by 2.6, hence 31, _C PI and R, 2 Ps , hence 
u5 will permute with cur , and this is absurd. 
(4) So indeed R’ = R and P’ = P. So 02 is either 1 or a nontrivial 
projective transvection in A with spaces R C P, But /l(GT) is equal to the 
nontrivial projective transvection cl;;;‘. Hence /l preserves the nontrivial 
projective transvection (52 whose spaces are R _C P. Q.E.D. 
4.7. Suppose dim V > 3, dim V, > 3. Let 17 be a nontrivial projective 
transvection in A such that As has the form &for some ul in GL( VI) of residue 2 
with R, n PI + 0. Then A preserves a projective transvection in A with Jixed 
hyperplane P or one with residual line R. 
Proof. By applying 4.6 we can assume that in fact dim V = 3. Now argue 
as in the proof of 4.6. Steps (1) and (2) are the same. But this time step (3) 
yields R’ _C P and R C P’. Hence R + R’ _C P r\ P’ and so, since dim V = 3, 
R # R’ implies P = P’. In other words, in the present situation we have 
R = R’ or P = P’. Now continue as in step (4) of the proof of 4.6. Q.E.D. 
4.8. Suppose dim V 3 3, dim V, 3 3, with at least one of these dimensions 
> 5. Then A preserves at least one nontrivial projective transvection in A. 
Proof. In fact we can assume that dim V > 3, dim VI > 5. By 4.1 there 
is a nontrivial projective transvection 0 in A for which Ar;’ is either a projective 
transvection or a product of two projective transvections in A, . If A6 is a 
projective transvection we are through. So assume that A6 is not a projective 
transvection. Then AC? = G1 with u1 a product of two nontrivial transvections 
in GL( VI) and Or E A, . Clearly 1 ,( res or < 2. If res u1 = 1, then u1 would be 
a transvection by 1.16 and 1.17, so a1 would be a projective transvection, 
contrary to our present assumption. So res ur = 2. If R, n PI = 0, then u1 
is a big dilation by 4.5, and this is impossible by 1.27. So RI n PI # 0. 
Apply 4.7. Q.E.D. 
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4.9. Suppose dim .V 3 .5, dim VI >, 3. Let H be a hyperplane in 8 and let 
L be a line with L C I$. Then A preserves at least one projective tramvection in A 
with spaces L Z H. 
Proof, (1) First let us show that if /l preserves the nontrivial projective 
transvection (5: with spaces A C P, and if J is any line with J C P, then JJ. 
preserves at least one nontrivial prajective transvection in d with spaces 
J C P. We can obviously assume that R # J. Let u denote the representative 
transvection of 5. Fix a hyperplane K in X which contains J but not R. 
Let cp be a nontrivial transvection with spaces J C K and with p E A. Then by 
1.21 [+> 51 is a nontrivial projective transvection in A with spaces J C P. 
Note that the projective transvections $?@--l and 0-i involved in the commu- 
tator [+, ir] permute since they both have the same fixed hyperplane P. So 
A@, Z] = ((Acp)(A~)(A~)-‘)(fl6)-~ 
is a product of two permuting projective transvections in dl, and, as such, 
must have a representative q in GL( V,) which is a product of two permuting 
transvections in GL(V’& If res u1 = 1, then o1 is a transvection by 1.16 and 
1.17, and step (1) is established. So let res (rl = 2. It then follows easily 
from 1.19 and 1.3 that R, C Pl . Apply 4.6. 
(2) A similar argument will show that if fl preserves the nontrivial 
projective transvection & with spaces R Z P, and if K is any hyperplane in &’ 
with R C R, then ti preserves at least one nontrivial projective transvection 
in A with spaces R C K. 
(3) Now consider L C H. By 4.8 we know that il preserves at least one 
nontrivial projective transvection in d, say 0 with spaces R C P. Fix a line I 
in H n P. Then A preserves a nontrivial projective transvection in A with 
spaces I C P by step (1), hence one with spaces I C H by step (2), hence one 
with spaces L C H by step (1) again. Q.E.D. 
4.10. Su@ose dim V > 5, dim V, 3 5. Then A preserves projective 
transvections. i 
Proof. It is enough to consider a typical nontrivial projective transvection 
0 in A and prove that /l& is a’projective transvection in A, . Let CT be a repre- 
sentative transvection in GL(V) of O. Let o1 be a representative of flri in 
l?L(V,). By 4.9 there is a nontrivial transvection 0’ with 2 in A and with 
spaces R C P such that &? is a projective transvection in A, . Let Go’ be a 
representative transvection of fl2. So ul’ E GL{V,) with 3, E A, and 
A7 =q. And Rl’ is a line contained in the hyperplane Pl’ in %r . Consider 
a typical line L of PI’. ‘By 4.9 there is a nontrivial transvection oa in GL( V) 
with & in A such that &, has the form ii, with os a nontrivial transvection in 
GL( V,) with spaces L C Pi’ and iith; 6s E Sr, . Then (us permutes with q’, 
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hence c permutes with 7, hence ~a permutes with a’, hence ua permutes 
with u, hence 6 permutes with 3, hence oa permutes ‘with CT~ , hence 
CT~L = L for a typical line L in PI’. By 1.32 we may therefore assume, after 
changing the representative ui of LL? if necessary, that u1 is in GL(V,) with 
PI = PI’. So res a1 = 1. If R, g PI , then R, $ PI’ so uI and CT,’ do not 
permute by 1.7, so G1 and q do not permute, from which it follows in the 
usual way that u and u’ do not permute, and this is absurd since R = R’ and 
P = P’. So R, _C PI . So a1 is a transvection. So &? is a projective trans- 
vection in A, , as required. Q.E.D. 
5. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS IN GENEFCAL 
5.1. There can be no isomorphism A: A ++ A, between groups A and A, 
which are relatively full of projective transvections if dim V 2 5 with 
3 6 dim V, < 4. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A: A F+ A, exists in a situation 
of the type described. By 4.8 there is a nontrivial transvection. CT in GL(V) 
with CF in A such that A6 = ~7~ for some nontrivial transvection or in GL(&) 
for which c?~ is in A, . By conjugating u1 by appropriate transvections which 
are projectively in A, and then pulling things back to d, we can find nontrivial 
transvections u, ~a , CT, us in GL(V) with ~7, 3s , O* , Gs in A, and nontrivial 
transvections a1 , aa , ug , u in GL( VI) with 6r ,Gs ,Os ,6, in A, , such that , 
Llo = 51, AO, = OS ) Ac5, =‘Z 59 Aa, = 5, , 
and such that 
PI = P3 = Ps = R, + R, + R, , V’=R,+R,+&+R,. 
If R = R, = Rd proceed as follows: we have codim (P c Pz n P4 n PJ < 4 
by Section lA, hence we can pick a line L C P n Pz n P4 n Pe ; let H be a 
hyperplane in Z? with 
U-R,+%-/-R,+L_CH; 
by 4.9 there is a nontrivial transvection T with spaces L C H such that t is 
in A with Ai; = Q, for some nontrivial transvection or in GL( V,) with b, in A, ; 
then T- permutes with (r, ~a , o4 , u6 , whence ~r stabilizes the lines R, , R, , 
R5 , R, , whence or is identity on all these lines by 1.11, whence r1 = 1 V1 , 
and this is absurd. Accordingly assume that dim (Ii + R, + RJ 2 2; then 
P6 meets R + R, + R4, so we have a line L with 
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now u1 , oa , u6 permute with each other, so (T, us , a, permute with eaeh other, 
soR+R,+R~CPfrP,nP,,soL~P~PanP,nP,;letEITbeahyper- 
plane in Z with R -+ R, + R4 + R, C H; then 
R+R,fR,+R,+LcH; 
now continue as before and again obtain a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The passage from the preservation of projective transvections (4.10 above) 
to the main theorem in the projective case (Theorem 5.3 below) is almost 
identical to the finite-dimensionaf commutative case {see [I 51). Let ‘us outline 
the main features. Assume all underlying dimensions 2 3 to avoid confusion 
between lines and hyperplanes. So 2 n %’ = ,B . For each L f A?, N e 2 
with L G H define d(L, H) as the group consisting of all projective trans- 
vections in A with spaces L Z H, plus 1. For any .L E 9 define d(L) as the 
group consisting of all projective transvections in d with residual line L, 
plus 1; and for any H G 8 define d(H) as the group consisting of all projective 
transvections in A with fixed hyperplane H, plus 1. Put D = B u S and 
define d(X) = d(L) if X = L E 2, and A(X) = A(H) if X = HE Z?. 
Similarly with d,(L, , HI), etc., in the A, situation. Then, for any X, Y E %“, 
and any L, K E 2, and any H, ] E .%, we find 
(1) d(X) = A(Y) Q x = Y, 
(2) A@, H) = d($C, J) o L = K and H = J, provided L 2 H and 
KS: J; 
(3) A$) = d(LI n W), d&Ii) = a^(P); 
(4) ACH) = &I-‘, L’- n W), provided L C H; 
(5) d(X)nd(Y)3 1 -=-XC Yor YCX; 
(6) O(X) is a maximal,group of projective transvections in A; 
(7) Every maximal group of projective transvections in d is a A(X). 
If dim V > 5 and dim VI > 5 we can derive a mapping s-: 9” -+-Sl from 
the isomorphism A using the above facts and 4.10 in the following way: for 
each X ~3, d(X) is a maximal group of projective transvections in d, 
hence AA(X) is a maximal group of projective transvections in A, , hence 
&i(X) = A,(X,) for some X, in %I ; define aX = X, . The mapping TC then 
has the following properties: 
(8) IT: % >--f %I is bijective; 
(9) (XCYorY2X)o(rrXC~Yor7rYC7rX); 
(IO) (n9 = & and &f? = &r) or (~2 = #I and V# = &). 
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5.2. Suppose dim V > 5 and dim V, > 5, and’that the m.apping rr associated 
with A satisfies r-9’ = gI and n% = SI . Let, @ be an isomorphism. of A 
into PrL( V,) such that every element of @A(L) is a prijective transvection with 
residual line rrL, for each L in 2. Then @ = fl. 
For the proof of 5.2 above, and of the following two theorems, see O’Meara 
v51. 
Note that in Theorems 5.3 and 5.3A, V can be finite- or infinite- 
dimensional, and it can have either orientation, Similarly with V, . 
5.3. THEOREM. Let V be a’ vector space over a division ring D with 
dim V > 5, let A be a subgroup of PTL(V) that is full of projective transvections 
relative to a total subspace W of V’. Let VI , DI , A,, WI be a second such 
situation. Then each isomorphism A: A b---f A, has exactly one of the forms: 
Ak = gkg-l Vk E A 
for a unique projective collinear transformation g of V onto V, ; or 
AR = hkh-l VkeA 
for a unique projective collinear transformation h of W olzto VI . 
5.3A. THEOREM. If two isomorphic projective groups of collinear trans- 
formations are relatively full of projective ,transvections and have underlying 
dimensions 3 5, then the underlying division’rings are either isomorphic or 
antiisomorphic, and the underlying dimension of either one of the groups is equal 
to the underlying dimension or the underlying dual dimension of the other. 
5.4. Remark. In infinite dimensions it is possible to have an isomorphism 
between two groups that are relatively full even if the underlying dimensions 
are unequal. To see this consider an infinite dimensional space V and let 
A = PGL( V). Then A is full of projective transvections relative to V’. 
And a is full of projective transvections relative to P by 3.8. So we have an 
isomorphism *: A +-+A with underlying dimensions dim V < dim V’. 
We say that a subgroup G of rL(V) is full of transvections relative to W 
ifdimV32and 
(1) The spaces L _C H of each nontrivial transvections in G satisfy 
LES and HE%; and 
(2) Given L E L? and H E % with L _C H, there is at least one nontrivial 
transvection in G with spaces L C H. 
For the rest of Section 5 we assume, in addition to the assumptions made on 
D, F, V, t in Section lA, that W is a tofal subspace bf V:‘, ,that 2 is the set of 
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tines of V, that &Y is the set of hyperplanes of V determined by W, and that G 
is a subgroup of TL( V) that is full of transvections relative to W. Similarly with 
W, , 9 , ZI , G,for D,, FI, VI, t, . And Y. G >--t G, will be an isomorphism 
of groups. 
5.5. G is full of projective transvections relative to W if dim V 2 3. 
Prooj. All that must be verified is that if o is a nontrivial projective 
transvection in G with spaces R 6 P, then P E 2. Let CT be the representative 
transvection in FL(V) f o C. Then rno is in G for some CE in D. Let H be a 
hyperlane in X that does not contain R, let L be a line in P n El. So L C H, 
R Z P and L C P, R g H. By fullness there is a transvection r in G with 
spaces L C Ii. By 1.21, [T, o] is a nontrivial transvection with spaces L C P. 
Now 
IT, u] = [T, r&J E G 
since Y, permutes with all elements of GL(V). So P E # since G is full. Q&D. 
We shall say that y/: G >-+ Gr collapses on a subset X of G if YX C IU( VI). 
So Y collapses on the transvections of G means YT E R1;( VI) for all trans- 
vections 7 in G. And Y collapses on the linear elements of G means 
Y/o E RL( VI) for all o in G n GL( V). 
5.6. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Y collapses on the transvections of 6; 
(2) Y collapses on the linear elements of G; 
(3) Y-1 collapses on the transvections of GI ; 
(4) Y-l collapses on the linear elements of G, . 
Proof. (1) 3 (4). Let or be a typical element of G n GL(V,). Then gI 
permutes with each element of RL(I/,) by definition of linear, hence Go 
permutes with Yr for all transvections 7 in G, hence ‘!P%, permutes with all 
transvections in G, hence Y-k, stabilizes all lines in V by fullness, hence 
Y-%r is in RL(V) by 1.32, i.e. Y-l collapses on the linear elements of Gr as 
required. (4) 3 (3) is, of course, obvious. Then (3) * (2) by applying (1) =) (4) 
to Y-l. And (2) + (1) is obvious. Q.E.D. 
5.7. Y does not collapse on the transvections of G if any one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(I) D is commutative; 
(2) G C CL(V); 
(3) G contains a linear involution # +l V . 
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Proof. By 5.6 it is enough to prove (1) for D, commutative instead of D. 
If Dl were commutative and Y collapsed on the transvection of G, then all 
transvections in G would permute, and this is impossible by 1.19 and fullness. 
If Y collapsed under the assumption G C GL(V), then YG _C H(V,) by 
5.6, so YG = Gr would contain no transvections other than lV1, contra- 
dicting the fullness of G1 . This proves (2). Finally let us prove (3). Suppose, 
if possible, that Y collapsed under the assumption that G contained an 
involution o in GL( V) with o # f 1 V . If (T stabilized all lines in V, then u = r, 
for some a in P by Section lC, so 01~ = 1, so 01 = 51,‘i.e. (r = &-lV , contrary 
to hypothesis. So u moves at least one line in Y. So u does not permute with all 
transvections in G. So o is not central. So Ycr is a noncentral involution in Gr 
and, since Y collapses, Yu = rU1 for some 01~ in a, . Clearly a1 f fl since 
Yo is noncentral. In particular, there is an x in V, such thaty = ralx + x # 0. 
Then 
So a1 = 1. And this is absurd. Q.E.D. 
5.8. Suppose dim V > 3, dim V, > 3, and that Y does not collapse on the 
tramvections of G. Then ?& $ RL( VI) f or each nontrivial transvection 7 in G. 
Proof. (1) First we note that if (T is a nontrivial transvection in G with 
R _C P such that ??‘u Z RL( V,), and if L is any line in P, then there is a non- 
trivial transvection 7 in G with spaces L _C P such that Yr E RL( VI). TO prove 
this we can obviously assume that L # R. Pick HE z&’ with L _C H and 
R $ H. So we have L _C H, R _C P and L _C P, R 6 H. Let o’ be a nontrivial 
transvection in G with spaces L C H. Then by 1.21, [u’, o] is a nontrivial 
transvection in G with spaces L _C P, and ul[cr’, u] is in RL(Vl) by the nor- 
mality of RL( V,) in rL(V,), so 7 = [u’, u] does the job. 
(2) Similarly if u is a nontrivial transvection in G with spaces R _C P 
such that !?% E RL(V,), and if H is any hyperplane in 2 which contains R, 
then there is a nontrivial transvection T in G with spaces R C H such that 
?i% E RL( V,). 
(3) Let us now suppose, if possible, that there is a nontrivial trans- 
vection 7 in G such that Y- is in RL(V,). Then steps (1) and (2) with the 
argument of step (3) of the proof of 4.9 will show that for any L E 9, H E % 
satisfying L _C H there is a nontrivial transvection r”in G with spaces L C H 
such that YT’ E RL(V,). So if or is any element of G, n GL( V,), then ur 
will permute with all these YT’ by definition of GL(V,), hence Y%r will 
permute with all these T’, i.e. Y-lo1 will stabilize all lines in V, i.e. 
Y-la1 will be in RL(V’), i.e. Y-1 will collapse on the linear elements of Gi , 
i.e. Y will collapse on the transvections of G, and this is contrary to hypothesis. 
Q.E.D. 
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5.9. Suppose dim V > 3, dim VI 2 3, and that Y does not collapse on the 
transvections of G. Then Y(G CI R-L(V)) = GI n RL(V,). 
Proof. It is clearly enough to show that YY E RL(V,) for all Y in 
G n RL(V). Suppose to the contrary that we have an r in G n RL(V) such 
that Yr 4 RL( VI). Then there is a transvection -rl in G3. such that Yr does not 
permute with TV . Then u1 = [YY, ~J # lV1 is a product of two transvections 
in G1 and so, by 1.16 and 1.17, u1 is either a nontrivial transvection in G1 or 
a linear element of residue 2 in G1 . Replacing r by [Y, Y-%J gives us a new 
Y in G n RL( V) such that YY = q with q either a nontrivial transvection 
in G1 , or a linear element of residue 2 in G1 . The first situation cannot occur 
by 5.8 and 5.6. So assume the s&ond. Pick El1 E ~~ with R, C HI and let 
p1 E WI describe HI . Since res q = 2 there is an a, in HI such that qa, # aI 
and, by suitably scaling a, , we can assume that ral,,,% is in G1 . We have 
PlQ = PI since R, 2 HI , so 
-1 -1 
T-al,~l=~ Tal,ol = 7 apl-al>Pl 
is a nontrivial transvection in G1 . We now have an element [r, UII--~T~~,~~] of 
G n RL(V) which is carried to the nontrivial transvection ~~~~~~~~~~~ in G1 
by Y. This is impossible by 5.8 and 5.6. Q.E.D. 
5.10. THEOREM. Let V be a vector space over a divisioa ring D with 
dim V 3 5, let G be a subgroup of i?L(V) that is full of transvections relative 
to a total subspace W of V’. Let VI , D, , Gl , WI be a second such situation. 
Then each isomorphism Y:‘G F+ G, which does not collapse ~11 the transvections 
of G has exactly one of the forms: 
Yk = x(k) gkg-l V k E G 
for a mapping x of G into RL(VI) and a collinear transformation g of V onto 
v, ; or 
Yk = x(k) hih-l V k E G 
for a map& x of G into RL( VJ an d a collinear transformation h of W onto VI . 
6. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS OVER DOMAINS 
By an integral domain we understand a ring with an identity element 
distinct from 0 and with’ no zero divisors. In particular, an integral 
domain may be commutative or noncommutative. 
We now consider qn integral domain o which possesses a division ring of quo- 
tients, say D. This means that our division ring D contains o as a subring 
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such that every 01 in D can be expressed in the form 01 = ab-l with a, b in D, 
and also in the form (Y = c-l d with c, d in o. Note that card o = card D. 
We also consider a second integral domain o1 with division ring of quotients Dl . 
6.1. Given a finite number of elements aI ,..., am in D, there is a nonzero p 
inosuch thatpa*Eo andoc,pEofw 1 <i <m. 
Proof. First find a nonzero 5 in o such. that &zi E o for 1 < i < m: 
for m = 1 this follows from our definition of division ring of quotients; by 
induction we have & with &,o# E o for 1 < i < m - 1; write &a, = a$b, 
with a, , b, in o and put E = a,&, . Similarfy we have ol,~ E o. Putp = vf. 
Q.E.D. 
6.2. Every isomorphism (resp. antiisomorphism) of o onto o1 can be extended 
uniquely to an isomorphism (resp. antiisomorphism) of D onto Dl . 
By an o-module in the vector space V over D we mean a subset M of V 
that is an o-module in the natural way. We say that an o-module M is on V 
if it spans V over D. So if M is in V, then it is on V if and only if it contains a 
base for V. Consider an o-module M in V. Define 
We have 
since D is a division ring of quotients of o. From this it follows that DM is a 
subspace of V, in fact the subspace spanned by M. Thus M is in V if and only 
if DM = V. It follows from 6.1 that a set of vectors in V is independent 
over o if and only if it is independent over D. In particular, an o-module M 
on V is free if and only if there is a base (x&~ for V such that M = C1 oxc . 
We say that an o-module M on V is bounded if it is contained in a free o- 
module on V. Thus free o-modules on V are bounded. And a bounded 
o-module on V contains a free o-module on V, and is contained in one too. 
A submodule of a bounded module is bounded if it is on V. For any two- 
sided ideal a of o with 0 C a C o and any bounded o-module M on V define 
aM= 
I fin 
We note that aM is still a bounded o-module, indeed a submodule of M, 
on V. 
Consider a bounded a-module M on V. Define the integral linear group 
GL(M) = {a E GL( V)] CM = M). 
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We say that a linear transformation is on M if it is in GJ&M). For any two- 
sided ideal a of o with 0 C a C o, define the linear congruence group 
GL(M; a) = (0 E GL(M)j(a - 1 V) M C a&Q. 
It is clear that GL(M; a) is a normal subgroup of G&(N). We have 
GL(M; a) = GL(M). The projective integral linear group PGL(M) and the 
projective linear.congruence groups PGL(M; a) are, of course, obtained by 
applying P. If we consider a nontrivial transvection T in GL( V) and express it 
in the usual form T = T@,~ , then we find that 
and 
TM=M-sTMCM+(~M)UCM 
T E GL(M, a) o (pM) a C aiM. 
For the bounded o-module M on V which is currently under discussion we 
define 
M#=(p~V’jpMCoj. 
It is obvious that M# is a o-module in I” and hence on DIM*. 
6.3, If M is a bounded o-module on V, then D$l* is a total subspace of V’. 
Proof. We must consider a typical x in (DM*)T and show that x = 0. 
Since M is bounded on V there is a base (x& for V such that M f XI ox+ .
For each j E I let pi be the linear functional determined by (xi , pi) = 6, . 
Obviously pj E M# C DM#, so (x, p$) = 0 for all j in I. Express x = XI “$x5 
with all olj in D. Then (x, pi> = 0 implies ai = 0, for all j in I, so x = 0, 
as required. Q.E.D. 
6.4. If M is a bounded o-module on V, then dim DM# = dim V’. 
Proof. If V is finite-dimensional then DM#, being total by 6.3, is all of V’ 
and we are through. So for the rest of the proof assume V is infinite-dimen- 
sional. Let (x&~ be a base for V such that M Z C1 oxi . Put d = card D = 
card o. 
(1) First let us show that dim DM+ 2 d. We can assume that 
d > card N, else we are through. Let x1 ,..., x, ,... be a sequence of inde- 
pendent vectors chosen from the base (x& . Consider 
made into a D-space in the obvious natural way so as to have the same orienta- 
tion as DM*. Construct a mapping DIM* -+-nN D by sending p to (p% , 
px, ,...). It is clear that this mapping is D-linear. Consequently it is enough to 
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show that the image space S of DM# in I& D under this mapping has 
dim S > d. Now it 1s easily verified that 
So it is enough to show that n, o’contains an independent set of cardinality 
2 d. Each subset X of I& o consists, of course, of a set of sequences over o, 
and scalar action from D acts on these sequences from the’ left or right 
depending on the orientation of nN D. A subset X of I&, D is called strongly 
independent if it enjoys the following property: whenever you take a finite 
number of distinct elements 
w> y2:...) 
of X and suppress all but m of the columns in the above format (where m is 
the number of elements that you happened to take), the m elements that 
you obtain in 
D x D x *.* x D (m times) 
are independent over D (scalar action on left or right, as in nN 0). Then the 
argument used in the proof of Lemma 2 on page 246 of Jacobson [9], trivially 
modified, shows that J& o contains a strongly independent set of cardinahty 
> d. But a strongly independent set is independent. 
(2) It is known (see Lemma 1 of [9, p. 2451) that card DM# = 
d * dim DM# and so card DM# = dim DM#. Now the argument used 
at the beginning of step (1) gives us a D-linear map which carries DIM+ to a 




dim V’ > dim DM+ = card DM# ’ 
2 card S, > card fl o 
I 
= dcard I = ddim V 
= dim V’ 
(for the equation ddim y = dim V’ see Theorem 2 of [9, p. 247-j). Hence 
dim DM# = dim V’, as required. Q.E.D. 
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6.5. Remark. Consider D = Q with o =Z, and let V have a countable 
base x1 , . . . , x, ,.., in which 
M = Zx, + .*a + Zx, + a.* . 
Then the linear functional p defined by pxi = 11; for 1 < i < cg is in v’ but 
not in QMX. In particular, ra,p is not in GL(M) for any given nonzero 
u with (a, p) = 0. So PGL(M) is not full of projective transvections relative 
to Y,. But, as we are about to prove, it is full relative to the total subspace 
QM# of v’. This, of course, is one of the reasons for developing the theory 
relative to a total subspace W of V’ rather than absolutely, i.e. with respect 
to v’ itself. 
6.6. If dim V 2 3, M is a bounded o-module on V, and a is a two-sided ideal 
with 0 C Q C o, then GL(M; a) is full of transvections and PGL(M; a) is full of 
projective transvections, relative to the total subspace DM* of V’. 
Proof. Projective fullness follows from fullness by 5.5. So we must prove 
that GL(M; a) is full. 
(1) First we must consider a typical nontrivial transvection TV,@ in 
GL(M, a) and confirm that p E DM+. Since M is bounded we have a base 
for V with respect to which M CC1 oxi . Fix an i in I for which the i-coor- 
dinate ai of a is nonzero. Write oli = pq-l if V is a left space, and tlli = 
q-9 if V is a right space, with p and q in o. Then (PM) a G MC XI oxi 
smce T~,~ is on M. If V is a left space, then (PM) zi 6 o, so (pM)p C oq C o, 
so pp E M@, so p E DM#. Similarly if V is a right space. 
(2) Now we must consider a E V, p E D&l+, (a, p) = 0, and find h in 
a such that T,,,,, is in GL(M, a). In fact we can assume that a E M, p E M#, 
by 6.1. Let X be a nonzero element of a. Then 
(pM)(ha) Z o(Aa) C aa G aM, 
so T,,*,~ is in GL(M, a), as required. Q.E.D. 
6.7. THEOREM. Let D be an integral domain which possesses a division ring 
of quotients D, let M be a boanded o-module on a vector space V over D, let a 
be a two-sided o-ideal with 0 C a C o, let A be a group with 
PGL(W, a) Z A C PGL(M), 
and let dim V > 5. Let o, , D, , Ml , V, , a,, A,, be a second szccJa situation, 
Let A: A s-+ A, be an isomorphism of groups. Then A has exactly olae of the 
f OYfYW 
Ak =gkg-l ‘v’kEA 
481/44/x-10 
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for a unique projective collinear transformation g of V onto V, ; or (and this 
alternative is not possible when either underlying dimension is in$nite) 
Ak = h&h-l VKEA 
for a unique projective collinear transformation h of v’ onto V, . In particular, 
the underlying dimensions are equal, and the underlying division rings are either 
isomorphic or antiisomorphic. 
Proof. A and A, are full relative to D&I+ and DIM,+ respectively, by 6.6. 
So the underlying division rings are either isomorphic or antiisomorphic, by 
Theorem 5.3A. And the underlying dimensions must be equal; for if we had 
dim V < dim V, , say, then 
dim V = dim DIMI+ = dim VI’ > dim V, > dim V 
by 6.4 and Theorem 5.3A, and this is absurd. If the underlying dimension is 
infinite, then 
dimDM#=dimV’>dimV=dimV,, 
so there can be no projective collinear transformation h of DM# onto VI , 
and the desired description of A follows from Theorem 5.3. In the finite- 
dimensional case we again find A by using Theorem 5.3 and noting that I% 
and k are then equal. Q.E.D. 
6.7A. THEOREM. If two isomorphic projective linear congruence groups have 
underlying dimensions > 5, then the underlying division rings are either iso- 
morphic or antiisomorphic, and the underlying dimensions are equal. 
6.8. Remark. There is also a nonprojective version of Theorem 6.7 which 
is obtained by specializing Theorem 5.10 instead of Theorem 5.3. In this way 
one obtains a description of an arbitrary isomorphism !P between groups 
G and Gr of the form GL(M; a) C G _C GL(M). Note that it is unnecessary to 
assume that Y does not collapse on the transvections of G, because of 5.7. 
Specializing still further we find that if two linear congruence groups have 
underlying dimensions > 5, then the underlying division rings are either 
isomorphic or antiisomorphic, and the underlying dimensions are equal. 
If 2 < dim V < co, then SL( V) is defined as the subgroup generated by all 
transvections in GL(V); and SL( V) is the commutator subgroup of GL(V) 
but for a single exception, namely when D = IF, and dim V = 2. See 
DieudonnC [6] and Artin [l] for details. See Rosenberg [22] for the reason 
for restricting the definition to finite dimensions. For any bounded o-module 
M on V define SL(M) = GL(M) n SL( V). To’ define PSL(M), apply P. 
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6.9. If 2 < dim V < 00, and if M is a free o-module on V with a base 
Xl ,***> &z , and if p1 ,..., pn denotes the corresponding dual base for V’, then 
p1 ,..., pn is a base for M*, and the contragredient isomorphism induces iso- 
moyphisms 
GL(M) M GL(M#), SL(M) w SL(M”), 
PGL(M) w PGL(M#), PSL(M) >--f PSL(M#). 
Proof. We immediately have M+ = op, + *** + opn . In particular, 
M*# = 02, + -. . f 02, zzz &i, 
Let dj- be associated with N : V z-+ V” as in Section 1K. So cP_: GL(V) P+ 
GL(V”). We find that @,_a =g for all c in GL(V), from the definitions. Also 
rD_: GL(M) -+ GL(&‘). And it is clear that “: GL(M) t GL(M+). So we 
have the commutative diagram 
G-w? z GL(M#J 
@\ iv .’ 
GL(M”#) 
Hence “: GL(M) =--f GL(M#). In particular, taking D = o and V = M 
gives “:’ GL( V) M GL(V’) so that, on forming the commutator subgroup in 
all cases except dim V = 2 with D = IF, where the result is obvious anyway, 
we get “: SL(V) M SL(V’), whence, by taking intersections, “: SL(M) ++ 
SL(M”). The projective isomorphisms follow directly from the definitions 
involved. Q.E.D, 
6.10. If 3 < dim V < 00, and if xx ,..., x, is a base for V, and if p, ,..., pn 
is the corresponding dual base, then 
holds for distinct i, j, k, and all h, v in D. 
Proof. Apply 1.22. Q.E.D. 
For the rest of Section 6 we assume, unless the contrary is stated, that 
OUY V and V, are actually jinite-dimensional right vector spaces over D and D, 
respectively with dimensions > 2. And n and nI will denote nut&al aumbevs 2 2. 
As usual, GL,(D) will denote the group of invertible n x n matrices over D 
with multiplication defined in the normal way. And SL,(D) will denote the 
subgroup of GL,(D) that is generated by all the elementary matrices in 
GL,(D). So SL,(D) consists of all matrices in GL,(D) with Dieudonne- 
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determinant equal to 1. (See Artin [l] for standard facts about these groups 
of matrices over division rings.) Define RL,@) as the subgroup of matrices 
in G&(D) of the form 
diag(ol,..., a) (a! EF). 
Clearly &5,(F) u G&(D). D fi e ne the map P to be the canonical 
homomorphism 
P: GL,(D) + GL,(D)/RL,(F), 
So PSL,(D) is simply the image of SL,(D) under this mapping P. As usual, 
let GL,(o) denote the subgroup of GL,(D) consisting of those matrices whose 
entries are in o and whose inverses also have entries in o. Put SL,(o) = 
GL,(o) A SLJD). Of course PGL,(o) and PSL,(o) are obtained by 
applying P. If we fix a base 37 for V, then we have the usual iso- 
morphism GL( V) -+ GL,(D) determined by 28 where n = dim V (recall 
that V is now assumed to be a right vector space over D). By standard theory 
one knows that the above isomorphism induces 
SL( V) >-+ SLJD), RL( V) n GL( V) z--+ E?&(F) 
whence 
PGL( V) H PGL,(D), PSL( V) :+ PSL,(D). 
Consider a free o-module M on V with a base 3 in which M = ox1 + -*- 
+ ox, . If u is an element of GL( V) with matrix (&), then clearly 
CTMCM-=-~~~EO Vi,j, 
So a is in GL(M) f i an d only if the matrices of (T and o-1 have entries in o. 
In other words, the isomorphism GL(V) >+ GL,(D) via the base 9 induces 
GL(M) - G&z(o), SL(M) H SL,(o) 
PGL(M) H PGL,(o), PSL(M) - PSL,(o). 
Note that if pr ,..., pn denotes the dual of the above base S, then r,+,,, is a 
transvection in SL(V) whenever i # j and X E D, and then 
r,,ot,Di E SL(M) + h E o. 
By a fractional right ideal a with respect to o we mean a nonzero additive 
subgroup a of D such that 
1. up 2 a for all p in o, and 
2. there is a nonzero q in o such that qaC o. 
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Here aX = (o~X 101 E a> and similarly with ha. So the fractional right ideals 
contained in R itself are precisely the right ideals of o in the usuaI sense, 
excluding the ideal 0. If D is o, then D is the only fractional right ideal with 
respect to o. For any bounded o-module M on I’, and any nomero vector x 
in V, the coefficient c, of x with respect to M is defined as the set 
c, = (a E D j olx E M>. 
The coefficient c, is a fractional right ideal of o; stability properties are 
obvious; to see’that c, # 0 take a base x1 ,..., x, for V with all xi in M, 
express x = qxl + 1.. + %X, > and apply 6.1; in order to find a nonzero q 
in o such that qc, C o we take a base for V with 
and ,B1 + 0; then 
c,xCMCoy,f*-+oy,; 
so pie, _C 0; write B1 = p-lq with p, q in 0; then p-lqc, C 0 implies qc, C 
po C o, as desired. Note that if x1 ,..., x, is any base for V, and if al ,..., a, are 
‘. 
any fractional nght ideals with respect to o, and if we define 
M = a,x, + a** -t a,x% , 
then M is a bounded o-module on V with cq = ai for 1 < i < n. 
Recall that a principal ideal domain is an integral domain Iz in which 
every right ideal is a principal right ideal, i.e. has the form aR for some a 
in R, and every left ideal is a principal left ideal, i.e. has the form Rb for some 
b in R. See Jacobson L7.71. 
6.11. DEFINITION. A symmetric ideal domain is an integral domain in 
which every right ideal is a left ideal and every left ideal is a right ideal. 
6.12. EXAMPLES. (1) An arbitrary division ring is both a principal ideal 
domain and a symmetric ideal domain. 
(2) A commutative integral domain is a symmetric ideal domain though 
not always, of course, a principal ideal domain. 
(3) The valuation ring of an arbitrary valuated division ring is a sym- 
metric ideal domain which may or may not be commutative, and may or may 
not be principal. See’Schilling [23]. 
6.13. If R is a principal ideal domain or a symmetric ideal domain, then R has 
a division ring of quotietits. 
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Proof. (1) If a and b are nonzero elements of R, then aR n bR # 0. 
To see this in the case of a principal ideal domain note that aR + bR = CR, so 
c = ap + bg, a = ca, , 
whence a(1 - pal) = bqa, , as required. In the case of a symmetric ideal 
domain we note that aR = Ra, so ba E Ra = aR, so ba E aR n bR, as required. 
(2) By symmetry we have Ra n Rb # 0 for any nonzero a, 6 in R. 
(3) Now Ore [16] h as shown that if aR n bR # 0 for all nonzero a, b 
in R, then there exists a division ring D which contains R as a subring such 
that every cy. in D can be expressed in the form 01 = pq-l with p, q in R. 
In particular, this is the case here. Furthermore, by step (2) we have 
Rp n Rq # 0 whenever p, q are nonzero in R, so we have p, , qr , r in R such 
that p, p = qlq = r, so every 01 in fi can also be expressed in the form 
a = pq-1 z p;l+q, = p;lq, 9 
so D is a division ring of quotients of R. Q.E.D. 
6.14. Remark. An integral domain without a division ring of quotients 
provides an example of an integral domain which is neither a principal ideal 
domain nor a symmetric ideal domain 
6.15. If o is a symmetric ideal domain with division ring of quotients D, then 
every fractional right ideal with respect to o is closed under left multiplication by 
elements of o. 
Proof. For any nonzero b in D we have bo = ob, so b-lob = o. Now 
consider a fractional right ideal a with respect to o. Pick a nonzero q in o 
such that go _C o. Then qa is a right ideal of o, hence a left ideal of o, hence 
p(qa) C qa for all p in o. For a typical Y in o pick p in D with Y = q-lpq. Then 
Ycl = q-lpqa C a. Q.E.D. 
6.16. Let o be a principal ideal domain or a symmetric ideal domain. Let o2 
be a principal ideal domain or a symmetric ideal domain. Suppose o and o2 have 
the same division ring of quotients D. Suppose that our vector space V is a right 
vector space with 3 < dim V < co. Let M be a free o-module on V, let M2 be a 
free o,-module on V. If PGL(M) = PGL(M,), or if PSL(M) = PSL(M,) 
then o z o2 , with equality if o and o, are both symmetric ideal domains. 
Proof. We do the PSL case. The PGL proof is exactly the same. If n and 
oa are not both symmetric ideal domains, then one of them must be a principal 
ideal domain, and we then assume that o, is a principal ideal domain. Take a 
base for V in which M = ox1 + e-0 + ox,. Let p1 ,.,., pn be the corres- 
ponding dual base for V. Let ci denote the coefficient of xi with respect to M2 . 
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So each ei is a fractional right ideal with respect to o2 and clxl + 
. . . + c,x, c M2. 
(1) First let us prove that all the ci)s are equal. Accordingly consider 
ci and cj with i # j. Take K distinct from i and j with 1 < K < n. Then 
r36i,pk is on M, hence 
;i,$& E PSL(M) = PSL(M*), 
hence rarEi+ is in SL(M2) for some ~1 in I? Similarly ~~r~~.+,+ is in SL(M,). Then 
To$.P3 = ihi’PIc T TGg.Pjl = h%& 7 y~$&l E sLc%)* 
Hence 
cix, = (pj(cjxj)) xi C (pjM2) xi C M2 , 
hence cj C ci . So c, = cp = *** = c, . Call this common fractional right 
ideal c. Thus CX, + *-- + cx, C Ma . 
(2) Next let us show that in fact 
cx1+ -1. + cx, = M2. 
Consider typical m2 in Mz and write 
m2 =Plxl + -** +P,x, (Pi~Q. 
We must show that each pi is in c. We saw in step (1) that T~,,~, is on iVr, , 
so m2 + (pjm2) x, E M, for all m, in M2 , so &m,) xi E M, , so p,xi E M2 , 
so pj E cj = c, as required. 
(3) Here assume that II and oa are both symmetric ideal domains. 
Then c is closed under left multiplication by elements of o, by 6.15, so 
~AZ1,02 and TX& are both on M2 = cxl + **= + cx, for any X in o, , hence by 
the commutator argument used in step (l), -rAIC1.+ is on M, hence 
(P~M)(XX~) C M, hence o(Xx,) CM, hence X E o. So oa C o. But in the 
present situation M and M2 , etc., can be interchanged. So o, = o, as 
required. 
(4) Finally we must consider the case where os is a principal idea! 
domain. Here c must have the form c = co2 for some c in i3. Then 
CC’M2 = (co2c-‘) x1 + ... + (cog1) x, 
= 0433 + *-* + 0,x, 
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where o, = CO& is a principal ideal domain isomorphic to IJ~ with division 
ring of quotients D. But PSL(c-lM2) = PSL(M,). So PSL(c-lM2) = 
PS-WO Then Q+,,~ and r3Ee,p3 are on the free o,-module c-lM2 for any h 
in n4 and so, arguing as in step (l), T~.+,~ is on M, so h E o, so o, _C o. Similarly 
o C 0,. So o is equal to o, which is isomorphic to oa . Q.E.D. 
6.17. THEOREM. Let n and n, be natuTa1 numbers 3 5, let o be a principal 
ideal domain or a symmetric ideal domain, let o1 be a principal ideal domain OY a 
symmetric ideal domain. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(0) n = nl and o is either isomorphic or antiisomorphic to o1 ; 
(1) G-L(o) = GL&,) 
(2) SL(o) 5% SLl(%) 
(3) PGL,(o) s PGLnl(ol) 
(4) E%(o) E ~~L,l(Ol). 
Proof. By 6.13 we know that o has a division ring of quotients D, and that 
or has a division ring of quotients D, . 
First let us prove that (0) implies (I) and (2). Let rr be the given 
isomorphism/antiisomorphism of o onto o, . By 6.2 we can assume that n 
is actually an isomorphism/antiisomorphism of D onto D, . For each n x n 
matrix A = (aij) over D define ?rA = (ra,J. So 71 is a bijection of the n x n 
matrices over D onto the n, x nr matrices over D, . If v is actually an iso- 
morphism of n onto or , then we find that the mapping A -+ ?TA induces a 
group isomorphism GL,(D) -+ GLal(D,) which induces G,!&(D) >+ GL,JoJ 
and, by taking commutator subgroups, SL,(D) )--f SLnl(D1), whence 
SLJo) >--+ SL,l(ol). If, on the other hand, r is an antiisomorphism of D 
onto o1 , use A t t(?rA-l) instead of A + ?TA. 
In order to prove that (2) implies (4), first switch from matrices to free 
modules. So SE,(o) becomes SL(M). Now SL(M) is full of transvections 
relative to V’ by 6.6, hence anything in the center of SL(M) stabilizes all lines 
in V, hence (&L(V) n GL( V)) n SL(M) is the center of SL(M). So 
%P) n SLk-9 is the center of SL,(o). Similarly RL,JFJ n SL,l(o,) is 
the center of SL,l(o,). So SL,(o) z SL,l(o,) induces PSL,(o) g PSL,I(oJ. 
So (2) implies (4). Similarly (1) implies (3). 
Finally let us prove that (4) implies (0) (the proof that (3) implies (0) is the 
same). Switch to free o- and o,-modules M and MI on right spaces V and V, 
having dimensions n and n, over D and D, with an isomorphism A: 
PSL(M) w PSL(M& Then PSL(M) and PSL(M,) are full of projective 
transvections relative to v’ and V,‘, hence Theorem 5.3 provides us either 
with a collinear transformation g: V >-+ V, for which A6 = @g-l for all 
CT in SL(M), or a collinear h: V’ H V, for which /iii = %,5-l for all cr in 
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SL(M). Replacing M by lb?, PSL(M) by PSL(M#), etc., in the h-case, 
allows us to assume that we are in the g-situation, the only difference being 
that we are no longer certain whether V is a right space or a left space. At this 
point we know that n = n, because of the existence of g. Let p denote the 
isomorphism/antiisamorphism associated with g. Clearly a* is a principal 
ideal domain or symmetric ideal domain with division ring of quotients D, , 
and with ou isomorphic on antiisomorphic to o depending on whether V is a 
right space or a left space over D. Clearly g&Z is a free @-module on VI 
with base 
gM = out g%) + *-- + DU( g%J. 
We know that d5, : GL( V) w GL( VI), and so by forming commutator 
subgroups, dsg induces SL(V) M SL(V& but @g clearly induces GL(M) H 
GL( g&I), hence it induces SL(il4) :+ SL(gM). Now CD& = @i for ah k 
in lTL(V) by Section 1K. So Qe carries PSL(M) onto PSL( gh4). But Q$ and d 
agree on .FSL(M). So PSL(M,) = PSL(gil!I). So DLL is isomorphic to or, 
by 6.16. So o is isomorphic or antiisomorphic to o1 . Q.E.D. 
7. AN IMPORTANT COUNTEREXAMPLE 
For the basic definitions and properties of quaternion algebras, quadratic 
forms, lattices and orders which are used here, see Sections 57, 81 and 82 of 
O’Meara [13], and Sections 8, lo,22 and 35 of Reiner [20]. 
Let F be the quadratic number field Q( 43) and let R be the ring of all 
algebraic integers in F. So R = Z + Z2/3. Let D be the quaternion algebra 
(I!.$) with defining base 
D =Fl+Fi$Fj$Fk. 
Of course D is a division ring since Q( d3) is part of the real numbers. Let o0 
denote the order 
DO 
Let o and o2 be the orders 
= Rl + Ri + Rj + Rk. 




+ Ri + Rj + R 
i 
k + 43j 
2 1 
o = R 
! 
(1 4 1/3X1 + i) 
) f 
+ R (1 - 2/%1 + j) 
2 2 2 ! + Rk 
1 +i+j+k 
+R( 2 1. 
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Clearly D,, C o _C r$ o,, and o, C oa C 4 o,, , and an argument with volumes or 
discriminants shows that Q and oz are in fact maximal orders of D. It is easily 
seen that &:i, rfj, -&:K and 
are the only elements of + o,, with square - 1. So o contains at least 8 elements 
with square - 1; while n2 , which is equal to the h-span of 
y/3, i, j, k, (1 + ml + 9 2 ’ 
(1 + X0)(1-, 
2 
(1 + d%l + k) 1 + i +j + k 
2 y 2 
has only 6. So n is neither isomorphic nor antiisomorphic to os . Note that D 
is a division ring of quotients of each of the integral domains o and o2 . 
(So far we have just provided an explicit example of the known fact that 
maximal orders in a given D need not be isomorphic. See Dickson [3] and 
Pizer [19].) 
Now refer to [20], especially to pp. 306/309, 109, 129 and 192. The ideal 
class group cl o of left n-ideals is a finite abelian group, hence for any left 
o-ideal c in D we have 
as left o-modules, where the number of copies of c is equal to the number of 
elements of the group cl D, and D, is in the class of the left o-ideal o. Therefore, 
by duplicating the above isomorphism sufficiently often, we can assume that 
the above D.+ is actually o. Hence we have an infinite number of natural 
numbers n such that the n-fold left o-module c @ *** @ c is free. This is for 
any given c. Now choose a specific c by putting 
This is clearly a left u-ideal in D. Then 
e=(a~DjcolcCc) 
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Pick any natural number n > 2 such that the n-fold left o-module c @ *A- @ c 
is free. Construct the left D-space V with base V = Dx, + .*a f Dx, and put 
M2 = ogxl + -.. + ozx, . 
Of course Ma is a bounded o,-module on V. Define 
Clearly cil& = cx, + -‘. + cx, . In particular CM, is a bounded o-module on 
V which we call M. We have e(cMJ = M2 , so 
GL(M.J C GL(cMJ C GL(e(cM%)) = GL(M,), 
hence GL(M,) = GL(M). N ow M = cl&. is isomorphic to the direct sum 
c @ v** @ c which is free, so there is a base y1 ,..., yn for V such that M = 
qY1 + --- + oy, * In other words, we have found free o- and oa-modules M 
and n/r, on the left space V with PGL(M) = PGL(MJ. So by 6.9 we have free 
D- and qmodules M# and A!&# on the right space V’ with PGL(M+) = 
PGL(M,a). But then PGL(o) E PGL(o,). 
In summary, we have found integral domains o and o2 possessing a common 
division ring of quotients such that D is neithe-r isomorphic nor antiisomorphic 
to CQ , but with PGL,(o) g PGL,(o,) for an &finite number of TZ. 
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